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Traceability is a way of 
responding to potential 
risks that can arise in 
food and feed, to ensure 

that all food products in the 
supply chain are safe for all 
citizens to eat. This is particularly 
gaining traction now, since the 
beginning of the pandemic. This 
is why it is vital that, when 
national authorities or food 
businesses identify a risk, they 
can trace it back to its source in 
order to swiftly isolate the 
problem and prevent 
contaminated products from reaching consumers. 
Blockchain technology is a viable solution in tracing food 
from farm to fork, as shown in one of the articles in this 
particular issue of PPI. The COVID-19 contagion has 
caused a major slide in manufacturing and disrupted the 
supply chain for many companies across the globe. While 
the immediate focus is on maintaining the supply and 
meeting customer needs, companies should also analyze 
the potential vulnerabilities, to plan for future disruptions. 
No one can predict the future. But companies can smart 
up and strengthen the global supply chain by leveraging 
the power of AI and other emerging technologies, that 

can help companies maintain 
business continuity amid 
disruption and uncertainty. This 
is why supply chains should be 
dynamic, responsive and 
interconnected to an 
organization’s ecosystem and 
processes. However, to achieve 
such goals, traceability and real-
time visibility from end-to-end, 
as well as immediate insights 
and decisive actions are 
needed, particularly in 
escalating situations. 
With the risk of repeating myself, 

the traceability of the food sector has become a priority. It 
is essential to provide transparency and security to 
consumers who are demanding healthier products, with a 
higher quality and the best nutritional characteristics. But it 
is also important for producers, because it ensures the 
quality of the raw material which is introduced into the 
food chain, allowing certification and accreditation of their 
products, quickly locating problematic items, and 
implementing control systems, preventing fraud and unfair 
competition between producers.  

 
Stay safe! l

Traceability has 
become a priority, both 
for consumers and for 
processors, equipment 

manufacturers and 
logistics providers, 

whose businesses have 
been severely impacted 

by the pandemic. 

Dan Orehov - Managing Editor 
email: dan.orehov@trade.media, Skype: dan.orehov
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Tummers Food Processing 
Solutions have recently 
unveiled their latest 
development in the market, a 

steam peeler, with a total cost of 
ownership that is lower than other 
peelers available, according to the 
company. The performance of the new 
machine is comparable with that of 
other peelers on the market, but at 
lower operational costs and a lower 
steam consumption. In addition, the 
peeler is safer to clean, operate and 
maintain. The Tummers Steam Peeler 
(TSP) is the first peeler the company has 
constructed in-house. Previously, the 
Dutch equipment manufacturer 
bought its steam peelers from external 
sources, but after many customer 

requests for an affordable and reliable 
peeling solution, the company decided 
to expand its portfolio by releasing its 
own peeler. During development, 
Tummers paid close attention to the 
safety features of the new TSP. “We 
introduced several special features to 
allow for safe handling and 
maintenance”, Sales Manager Edwin 
Langbroek explains. “Safety features 
allow mechanics to have a safe access 
during maintenance. In addition, we 
covered all pipes through which steam 
passes, so that operators and 
technicians cannot injure themselves. 
Machine builders often put these kinds 
of measures to the customer, but we 
see it as our responsibility to deliver not 
only a reliable, but also safe product.” 

The design of Tummers’ first steam 
peeler is based on the company’s 
many years of expertise in the field of 
steam peeling. Stainless steel is used 
to ensure extended maintenance 
intervals, and the peeler’s steam usage 
is 20% lower than comparable peelers 
available. The high rotational speed 
and high-speed exhaust system offer 
minimal peel losses, in line with the 
industry standard. 

Tummers Newest Peeler 
Offers Low Cost of Ownership

UK potato and vegetable handling equipment 
manufacturer Tong Engineering is celebrating 
50 years of vegetable grading screen 
manufacture this month. “We are very proud of 

our heritage in supplying high quality vegetable handling 
equipment to growers and packers in the UK and 
worldwide,” says Edward Tong, managing director at Tong 
Engineering. “Manufacturing steel grading screens for 50 
years means we have developed an inherent capability to 
produce a huge variety of grading screen sizes, within very 
short lead times, which has proved invaluable to our 
expanding customer base.” 
Ian Evison, aftersales manager at Tong Engineering, 
oversees the grading screen production department 
today, and highlights the company’s evolution: “We’ve 
seen many developments in 50 years of production,” says 
Evison. “The screen manufacturing was traditionally very 
manual and in 2014, after much research into automating 
the process, Tong invested 
in a CNC folder to increase 
output while maintaining 
the accuracy of the 
manual process. This 
transformed our 
production capabilities 
further and meant we can 
now offer the fastest 
turnaround of screen 
production on the market.” 

Tong Celebrates 50 
Years of Grading 
Screen Manufacture

FAM, the manufacturer of industrial cutting 
machines for the food industry, recently 
launched its next generation of SureSet 
cutting heads. The FAM SureSet Stone 

Defender is the result of continuous improvements 
carried out by R&D on existing SureSet technology. 
The results are higher product quality, less waste, a 

lower total cost of ownership and a more operator-
friendliness. FAM also added an active crash protection 

system: the Stone Defender. 
Several years ago, FAM introduced the centrifugal slicing and 
shredding technology. Following years of continuous improvements, 
FAM is now launching the next generation of SureSet cutting heads. In 
response to customer feedback, FAM has also introduced a new 
feature to the SureSet system: ‘stone defender’. The integrated system 
acts as an active crash protection system. A higher product quality is 
obtained by higher slicing accuracy, resulting in a better product. This 
means fewer tapered cuts and thus fewer burned edges. A smoother 
cut gives a more uniform color to the chips. This also leads to higher 
fryer stability, less energy consumption and less operator handling, 
delivering a better end-product. FAM has made the product more 
operator-friendly by introducing a lightweight cutting head. Another 
improvement is that no gauge is needed; the micro-adjustments can 
be performed in an effortless manner. There is almost no product 
build-up between knife/segment and knife/clamp. This makes the 
cutting head easy to clean and does not require cleaning between 
blade changes. The high alloy stainless steel knife guarantees a blade 
with a life of up to 16 hours when used in a continuous line. 

FAM Launches the Next 
Gen of the Sureset 

Cutting Head Tech





Following a 30% increase in 
processed volumes, the family run 
Flandre Pomme de Terre farm 
decided to increase their sorting 

capacity. Achieving this growth would 
require both an increase in the workforce 
dedicated to manual sorting, as well as 
installing a second processing line to 
double the number of manual sorting 
lines. Because Flandre Pomme de Terre’s 
main activity is focused on very small 
calibers, which are delicate and tiring 
products to sort even for the most 
experienced operators, it was decided 
that the future would be in a different 
direction: equipping the existing line with 
a new optical sorting machine to manage 
the increase in output. 

“This was the best way of ensuring a 
constant hourly sorting throughput while 
minimizing the organizational impact, to 
increase throughput during the season 
and achieve the desired growth, without 
the constraints resulting from recruiting 
and training seasonal workers, and 
without worrying about a drop in quality,” 
explains Olivier Vandaele, CEO Flandre 
Pomme de Terre. 
Installed last November, the TOMRA 
Food Sentinel II has now been running 
at full capacity on the sorting line for 
three months processing all varieties. It 
has already completely changed the 
working processes. The sorting teams’ 
shifts have been shortened, relieving the 
hardship of the job and even making it 

possible to assign these staff to other 
tasks in the plant. 
“With each batch that arrives for sorting, 
we just have to check the machine setting 
to take into account differences in the 
products’ color, for example. We also have 
to take into account the criteria set by our 
customers,” says Olivier Vandaele. 
The Sentinel II is placed after the 
washer/polisher on the line. The 
machine is set for three outputs: waste, 
large and small sizes, and the good 
product. It has enabled the plant to 
manage the volumes easily. 
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Lay’s recently introduced a range of  ‘New American 
Restaurant-Inspired Potato Chip Flavors’. The newly 
launched chips replicate the flavors of iconic dishes from 
beloved American restaurants and are limited edition 

product. The lineup includes the following five flavors: Lay’s Kettle 
Cooked New York Style Pizza inspired by Grimaldi’s in New York 
City; Lay’s Nashville Hot Chicken inspired by Party Fowl in 
Nashville; Lay’s Philly Cheesesteak inspired by Geno’s Steaks in 
Philadelphia; Lay’s Wavy Carnitas Street Taco inspired by El Torito 
in Los Angeles; Lay’s Chile Relleno inspired by Cocina Azul in 
Albuquerque.  The new limited-time flavors are rolling out to 
retailers nationwide in the US. 

Lay’s Introduces New Chip Flavors

Scotts Precision 
Manufacturing, 
the UK 
manufacturer of 

vegetable harvesting 
and handling 
machinery, has sent 12 

of its Evolution separators to DOWNS, a French manufacturer of 
potato handling and storage equipment. The machines, which 
separate vegetables from soil, clod and haulm, will be 
incorporated into DOWNS grading machines, which have been 
ordered by farmers across France, Belgium and Europe. The 
presence of heavy soils and an extremely wet harvest have 
called for a robust and efficient cleaning system, with the 
Evolution being chosen by DOWNS because of its reliability and 
innovative features. 

“Our customers are mainly growing potatoes and carrots, and as 
the Evolution is a very efficient system in heavy conditions and 
very reliable, it is perfectly suited to our needs,” said Guillaume 
Planchon, sales director at DOWNS. “Our designers also like the 
Evolution as it is easy for us to integrate the system into our 
grader range to offer a unique solution for our customers.” 
DOWNS ordered its first Evolution from Scotts in 2012, and since 
then a further 45 units have been sent to France for inclusion in 
grading machines, currently in use across Europe and further afield. 
The Evolution was launched in 2005, with over 650 being sold over 
the last 15 years. The latest version of the Evolution features 
maintenance-free direct-drive motor and gearbox units on each 
extracting shaft. A new generation of Polyurethane spiral roller has 
been developed and integrated into the system. This new design 
features large air chambers and a “foam pocket” section that 
improves the grip on root clusters to reduce blockages.

News 

Scotts Ships Its Largest 
Evolution Order to Date

French Farm Invests in Tomra 
Sorter to Sustain Growth
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Uncertainty 
Remains an Issue
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Let’s talk firstly about the 
planting season and the 
feedback you have received from 
growers on how the pandemic 
has affected their work.  
It is a pity that most of the planting 
took place or had been scheduled 
when the coronavirus crisis broke 
out. Only a limited number of 
contracts have been renegotiated. 
The acreage figures in most potato 
growing countries don’t show a 
decline and I am afraid that a 
possible high yield for the early and 
ware crop for next season could 
harm the potato value chain longer 
than expected. 
 
What is the latest information on 
exports and international trade? 
Exports have suffered a lot, firstly 
because of a lack of reefer 
containers during the beginning of 
the crisis is Asia, rather than 
because of the global lockdown. Bit 
by bit, reopening of the foodservice 

industry could activate exports, 
though at a smaller volume, 
because of the distancing rules. 
Companies told us that after a very 
bad month of April, the figures in 
May looked a bit better, but not as 
good as expected. In the meantime, 
the new local outbreaks of COVID-
19 in Europe, Asia and America 
don’t look very promising for the 
near future. I believe everybody is 
looking forward to the vaccination, 
which will create more confidence 
in economics and society. 
 
Taking all industry players into 
account, how much of an impact 
has the pandemic already had 
and may continue to have for all 
stakeholders? 
It continues to be difficult to 
predict, because a lot depends on 
the availability of vaccination and 
the prevention of a ‘second wave’ of 
the virus. Though it is still unclear 
whether the Belgian authorities will 

allow us to do so, we are currently 
working hard to prepare the 
organization of our international 
potato event Interpom in 
November, especially as the 
industry has insisted to do so. As I 
mentioned before, the need for 
personal contacts in the potato 
value chain is high! We also hope 
that the World Potato Congress in 
Dublin, Ireland (at the end of May 
2021) can take place as well, for the 
same reason. The global potato 
industry needs more information 
about which way to direct itself. 
 
In most European countries, the 
foodservice industry has 
reopened in some form or 
another. How do you consider 
this step and what impact does it 
have on the potato industry? 
As soon as foodservice resumed its 
activity, this had an effect on 
consumption patterns. However, 
the distancing rules and the 

I have recently asked Belgapom CEO Romain Cools for a second interview pertaining to the 
potato industry in Europe, on the background of the current pandemic. Here is an update based 
on his current views on this topic, taking into account the changes that have been made by 
regulatory bodies in the EU and on feedback Belgapom has received from its members.  
 
By Dan Orehov 
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reluctance by consumers to go out 
for lunch or dinner are still 
influencing the figures. Yet, since 
the reopening of the foodservice 
sector in Belgium and worldwide, 
sales in retail levelled back to pre-
coronavirus times and out-of-home 
consumption is steadily increasing. 
Of course, potato consumption in 
summer times is usually lower than 
in the rest of the year. As I 
mentioned already, based on GfK 
and Nielsen figures, potato 
consumption (fresh and frozen) had 
increased since the outbreak of the 
pandemic. Fresh markets and 
frozen products had a spectacular 
surplus. This was logical, as home 
consumption has replaced out of 
home eating. The call urging 
Belgians to eat an extra portion of 
fries has got a lot of media 
attention - even worldwide. There is 
a lot of history for Belgian people 
and fries, and this has resulted in a 
campaign launched by the NGO 
against food losses “Too Good to 

Go”. With the slogan ‘SOS Patat’ they 
asked Belgian consumers to 
purchase more frozen potato 
products, allowing processors more 
rotation in their freezers and as 
such process more potatoes of the 
old crop (www.sospatat.be). 
 
What other issues are still posing 
difficulties for the industry? 
Cash flow problems remain, as they 
are more likely seen at the level of 
the potato processors. Farmers got 
the engagement that the contracts 
will be respected in most EU 
countries, but the losses are at the 
level of the free potatoes. However, 
demand for animal feed and export 

increased. Moreover, the offer of 
new potatoes from the 
Mediterranean area and Germany 
(for processing) have ended the 
2019-2020 potato season at the 
end of June. 
 
What have regulatory bodies 
and authorities done to help 
the industry? 
The potato sector has asked the 
European and national authorities 
to support farmers to survive this 
unexpected and unusual situation. 
The Netherlands, France and 
Flanders (the northern region of 
Belgium) have replied positively 
and have promised support for 

“I guess that like most people, those in the 
potato industry are crossing their fingers 
that we can avoid a second wave of COVID-
19 and a new lockdown in most areas.”
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potato farmers. Also, the EU has 
activated some crisis measures 
allowing branch organizations to 
withdraw potatoes from the 
market, but without providing any 
financing tools. The EU potato 
industry had engaged itself to 
honor the contracts, or at least find 
a negotiated solution. Nevertheless, 
hundreds of thousands of tons of 
potatoes had to find a way towards 
free distribution, exports, animal 
feed or bio-energy. 
 
Can you discuss your expecta tions 
for the remainder of the year? 
I guess that like most people, those 
in the potato industry are crossing 
their fingers that we can avoid a 
second wave of COVID-19 and a 
new lockdown in most areas. This is 
crucial because the majority of the 
processed potatoes are consumed 
out-of-home. However, we believe 
that we will have to wait until the 
availability of a large scale of 
vaccination program exists, before 
things can go back to normal. But 

again, as I mentioned a few months 
ago, I am really afraid that a new 
lockdown could be devastating for 
the industry! 
 
Moving to two other important 
factors that are currently 
impacting the potato sector, let’s 
discuss the ban on CIPC and your 
views on alternative solutions.  
The clock cannot be turned 
backwards. CIPC is a health-related 
issue and we believe customers 
could lose confidence if things 
would remain the same as before. A 
cleaning procedure, which has been 
approved by the European 
Commission, has been launched by 
the European ‘Potato Coalition’ and 
is planned by most farmers and 
buyers. Alternatives are available 
and have been tried out. The 
industry in Europe is ready to move 
to the next. The announcement 
of the Farm to Fork 
strategy of the EU, 
related to the Green 
Deal, will be the 

next phase. The only practical 
problem seems the fact that some 
farmers don’t have sufficient time to 
clean intensively, as they are asked 
to store their potatoes for a longer 
period of time and the new season 
will be coming soon. 
 
Lastly, has weather had any 
impact this year, so far? 
The rainfall at the end of June and 
the start of July has improved 
growing conditions of the new 
crop. It’s still too early to make 
estimations for the ware crop of 
next season, but with the published 
potato acreage and if the weather 
conditions of the summer continue, 
one can expect a more than 
sufficient crop for next season. On 
the other hand, the drought in 
Europe has inspired farmers to keep 
their storages closed, hoping for 

shortages in July, to get better 
prices. I wonder 

whether they are 
aware of the surplus of 
processed potatoes in 
the freezers? l

“The acreage figures in most 
potato growing countries don’t 
show a decline. I am afraid that 
a possible high yield for the early 
and ware crop for next season 
could harm the potato value 
chain, longer than expected.” 





State-of-the-art conveyors 
use advanced engineering 
design systems and modern 
premium efficient drives 

and controls to move large volumes 
of product throughout the 
processing plant which helps 
conserve energy. The advanced 
vibratory and belt conveyor designs 
are much more sanitary which saves 
labor time and energy resources 
when it is time to clean and sanitize 
the processing equipment.      
 
DIFFERENT MODELS 
AND TYPES 
According to Koko Neher, sales 
manager of PFI Global, the main 
categories of belt conveying are 
flat, troughed, and elevator style 
which can transport potatoes from 
storage into the first stages of 
processing. Flat belt and trough 
style can transport whole potatoes 
into peeling and slicing processes. 
Belt and vibratory conveying can 
transport from slicing into sorting. 
Vibratory solutions can also provide 
a solution for basic sorting related 
to size and dewatering needs. 
Flighted belt conveyors are 

commonly used to elevate product 
to the distribution deck prior to 
packaging. Vibratory and horizontal 
motion solutions are used to deliver 
product into weighing, seasoning 
and packaging. Most commonly, 
belt conveyors are supplied with 
monolithic thermoplastic belting 
and stainless-steel framework. This 
style of belting has become a new 
standard when designing a 
hygienic sanitary belt conveyor.  For 
vibratory and horizontal motion 
solutions all product contact 
surfaces and framework are also 
stainless-steel. 
“PFI offers belt conveyors in a 
variety of styles for potato 
processors. Those include: trough, 
incline, reversing, retracting, flat, 
deceleration, lifting, and flighted 
conveyors. Vibratory offering 
includes: laning, dewatering, sizing, 
sorter preparation, screening, 
grading, and distribution solutions. 
Our horizontal motion conveyor is a 
great solution for layouts requiring 
reversing solutions. It is also 
preferred to reduce seasoning or 
batter loss over a vibratory option 
in a distribution to packaging area,” 

explains Neher. “When developing 
a layout in a potato plant we add 
features to streamline processing. 
Vibratory conveyors can serve as 
ways to orientate, sort, grade, 
screen, and dewater. Belt conveyors 
are utilized for feeding multiple 
downstream processes and reject 
systems for upstream grading 
activities,” adds Neher.  
Similarly, Jim Ruff, vice president, 
Process Systems & Integrated 
Solutions at Key Technology says 
that in potato processing plants, 
belt conveyors with intentionally 
low sanitary design standards are 
often found at raw receiving where 
heavy-duty construction enables 
them to convey product that is 
mixed with dirt and rocks in 
environments that are often dusty 
and sometimes muddy. Here, 
conveyor belts are made of either 
robust rubber, PVC or urethane and 
support frames are often mild steel. 
On the rest of the processing line, 
belt conveyors that feature stainless 
steel frames and either PVC, 
urethane or thermoplastic belts can 
be used to convey cleaned, washed 
and cut product as well as frozen 

Process – Conveyor Systems in Processing 

Making Use of Advanced 
Engineering Design
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The potato industry is a high paced, 24/7 operation that requires robust conveying 
equipment which can stand up to the weight and rigor of the sector. 
 
By Dan Orehov
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product. For a more sanitary design 
and superior reliability, vibratory 
conveyors, which typically feature 
either 304 or 316 stainless steel 
beds and frames, are preferred. 
“Iso-Flo® is our versatile family of 
natural frequency vibratory 
conveyors that maximize sanitation 
and reliability. We can tune the 
speed and stroke of Iso-Flo to 
match the needs of each 
application so performance is 
optimized. And it can be fitted with 
screens, drop-out gates, diverters 
with side discharges and other 
features to achieve fines removal, 
scalping, dewatering, de-oiling, 
product distribution, aligning, 
spreading, feeding, collecting, 
transferring and more,” Ruff 
explains. “Iso-Glide™ is a modified 
Iso-Flo that achieves a motion that 
resembles horizontal motion to 
offer gentle handling and quiet 
operation as well as superior 
sanitation and reliability. Our 
Impulse® vibratory conveyors 
feature frame-mounted 
electromagnetic drives. Ideal for 
scale feeding, ingredient feeding, 
product mixing and more, Impulse 
starts and stops quickly to achieve 
precise metering and low 
maintenance.  Impulse utilizes 
sanitary design features similar to 
Iso-Flo,” Ruff also says.  
The company’s sanitary belt 
conveyors feature a positive drive 
thermoplastic belt and a tool-less 
collapsible take-up system, which 
releases tension from the belt, along 
with an option for fastener-free 
carry-ways, which allow the 
sanitation crew to simply lift the belt 
up to wash under it. An optional 
drive system eliminates belt drives. 
Furthermore, with the acquisition of 
Herbert Solutions earlier this year, 
Key has added more whole 
potato conveying technology to 
their family of equipment and 
enhanced our portfolio of potato 
processing solutions. 
 
ADDRESSING CHALLENGES 
There are always various challenges 
to address during this process but 
manufacturers are working closely 
with each customer, in order to 
overcome them. Trevor Howard, 
managing director at Fabcon is of 

opinion that the need for 
conveying systems to be flexible is 
a particular increasing requirement 
and always a challenge – while the 
design should also allow for 
flexibility and future changes. This 
is especially true when there is a 
need to combine multiple products 
which must be distributed to 
multiple alternative packaging 
stations and seasoning systems 
with minimum changeover and 
cleaning times. 
“Our British-built Fabcon conveying 
systems are trusted by a wide 
number of world-wide chip and 
snack producers as they have a 
variety of purposes to help with the 
production cycle – especially when 
it comes to buffering and storage 

when a downstream machine is 
halted, or to help transform a batch 
flow into a continuous one,” 
Howard explains. “Fabcon offers 
both vibratory and horizontal 
motion conveyors. Our horizontal 
motion conveyors can be 
suspended from a gantry or the 
ceiling, so they can be cleaned 
easily underneath. Using one of our 
vibratory conveyors may mean that 
producers only have one foot on 
the floor, while some competing 
systems will have four and a large 
subframe. Our solution is a huge 
space saver. When it comes to our 
vibratory conveyors, these 
essentially ‘bounce’ the product 
along. This doesn’t provide the 
same self-cleaning advantage and 
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also runs a greater risk of seasoning 
drop off, which can build up in the 
pan,” he adds.  
Another challenging aspect is 
designing transference systems 
against limited space constraints, as 
Blake Svejkovsky, general manager - 
Product Handling Systems with 
Heath and Control explains, 
especially because conveyors are 
typically needed to provide more 
functionality than basic 
transference, a fact which adds to 
the complexity of their arrangement 
within tight spaces. With this fact in 
mind, the second most challenging 
aspect may be sanitation and 
maintenance accessibility. The best 
conveying systems will not only 

facilitate ease of maintenance access 
(i.e., access to its component parts) 
but will not require any preventive 
maintenance; they would also be 
designed for wash-and-go or wipe-
and-go sanitation, which means that 
conveyors and their component 
parts will resist debris buildup, 
allowing them to be cleaned in 
place with little investment of time 
and effort. Beyond these spatially 
related challenges, when it comes to 
conveying systems, potato 
processors face the challenge of cost 
constraints, installation timing, and 
gaining a clear and accurate 
understanding of all requirements 
early in the project life cycle. 
“Conveyors can be fitted with a 

variety of screens which provide dirt, 
water, slicing slivers, oil, and crumb 
extraction. Conveyors are also 
designed with a variety of gates; this 
allows for on-demand distribution of 
product to multiple end points, each 
of which may produce unique 
finished products”, Svejkovsky says. 
“Finally, the integration of more 
specialized features and subsystems 
can transform a conveyor into an 
entirely unique system, such as an 
accumulation or a seasoning system; 
both can transfer product and 
provide critical functions within 
potato processing plants,” 
Svejkovsky further explains.  
Heat and Control provides several 
options in this area, including Incline 
Transfer Conveyors, FastBack® 
Horizontal Motion Conveyor, 
FastBack FastLane Slicer Infeed 
Conveyor, FastBack Blending 
Systems, MinuteMan Accumulation 
Conveyor (MinuteMan), FastBack 
SwitchBackTM Accumulation 
Conveyor (SwitchBack), FastBack 
Revolution® Proportional Gate (Rev 
Gate) and the FastBack Revolution 
On-Machine Seasoning System 
(FastBack OMS System). 
In conclusion, besides researching 
the most energy-efficient 
conveying systems, potato 
processors should partner with an 
experienced vendor who will 
provide a detailed throughput 
analysis as part of the discovery 
process to ensure that conveyors 
are adequately sized for the job. An 
oversized conveyor will require 
more energy and will take up more 
space than smaller models, while 
an undersized conveyor may 
become bogged down, creating 
bottlenecks in the product flow and 
risk product damage. State-of-the-
art conveying systems will also be 
designed to work in concert using 
advanced controls and information 
systems which ensure that product 
flow remains balanced throughout 
the plant and that no system is 
over-fed or starved for product. 
Such controls-enabled responsive -
ness and interconnectivity means 
that conveyors consume only the 
energy needed to move just the 
required amount of product at any 
given time as quickly as possible 
without damage. l
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During the storage process, 
conveyors ensure that the 
product is transported 
from the receiving hopper, 

responsible for product cleaning, to 
the store. Traditionally, an in-store 
line is comprised of one or more 
conveyors. These transport the 
product from the cleaning unit at the 
beginning of the line towards the 
store loader or box filler at the end. 
With a store loader, the store can be 
filled with product in perfect layers 
for optimal storage capacity. To get 
the product from the store into the 
trailer that will bring it to the factory 
or the packer, conveyors are once 
again essential. 
 
CONTROLLING AND METERING 
THE TRANSFERENCE RATE 
By the use of electrical probes, the 
height of product on the conveyors 
can be controlled and the speed of 
the conveyors adjusted to maintain 
an even flow, as Edward Tong of 
Tong Engineering explains. By direct 
link from the sensors to the inverter 
controlling the motor, companies 
are able to adjust the speed of the 
motor while using only the energy 
required to power the motor. These 
adjustments mean that blockages 
and over feeding are prevented. 

“All our conveyors are designed to 
suit the throughput required at 
maximum capacity for a long life, 
manufactured from either heavy 
duty mild or stainless steel. We 
select our components to be of a 
high standard and meet the 
demands of the application. We 
offer a range of material types and 
constructions for key components 
such as the drive barrels which we 
discuss with customers on each 
occasion to get the right fit,” Tong 
explains. “For intake of potatoes 
heavy duty rubber belts are used 
on our intake hoppers, allowing us 
to build a very robust range of 
intake machines. From here most 
belts are a PVG type material which 
is a very strong belt while offering 
food safe compliance. We use a 
side-tracking guide on the 
underside of the belt which assists 
in keeping the belt running 
smoothly and reduces the amount 
of maintenance time,” he adds.  
Although the use of conveyors is 
obviously most crucial during the 
storage process, the demand for 
conveying systems in the field is 
also growing. For this reason, 
Dewulf launched its Field Loader 
240 back in 2018. This transfer 
combi helps growers drastically 

reduce the amount of soil and 
waste that accompanies the 
product during the loading of 
trailers directly in the field. The Field 
Loader 240 has two parts: a 
receiving hopper and a 4-piece 
discharge elevator with an 
extremely wide swing radius. With 
this discharge elevator, the product 
can be loaded deep into a truck. The 
integrated, widely pivoting waste 
conveyor is also easy to fold out to 
the desired position. This makes it 
possible to discharge sieved-out soil 
or waste to a central location 
alongside the machine. 
“Our receiving hoppers can be 
equipped with MH-control, which 
uses ultrasonic sensors to sense the 
level of product on the moving 
hopper floor. The information of 
these sensors is processed to 
frequency inverter-driven motors to 
automatically adjust the belt speed 
for an even product discharge to 
the cleaning unit(s). This also 
ensures a constant, even flow to all 
following conveyors. Although MH-
control is optional, we generally see 
that most customer choose this 
option as it distributes the load on 
the cleaning unit and after it on the 
conveying systems,” say 
Dewulf/Miedema representatives.  

The transportation of potatoes is a key component to any handling process. Being able to 
handle the product reliably and gently is a key consideration when designing a system. 
As such the conveyors need to be designed to be robust and easy to maintain while 
being able to treat the crop with utmost care. 
 
By Dan Orehov 
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HOW MANY CONVEYORS 
ARE NEEDED? 
The number of conveyors that can be 
used in a storage system depends on 
that system that is in place. From 
heavy duty hopper type belts where 
they are fixed to a very strong chain 
and lath to product conveyors which 
can be variable in length and width 
and either of a flat belt construction 
or a troughed design depending on 
the customer requirements. Each 
type of conveyor is easy to maintain, 
according to Tong Engineering. The 
company offers a wide range of 
conveyors to suit varied customer 
requirements from infeed through to 
processing. Intake Conveyors are 
supplied either as flat belts or as a 
troughed construction. Depending 
on the crop handled, the application 
of the conveyordetermine the most 
suitable belt and can come in mild 
steel or stainless steel. Conveyors 
used in a wet environment such as 
within a washing line can be 
manufactured from either mild steel 
or stainless steel with the latter 
being the preference for ease of 
hygiene. For the recycling 
environment conveyors are built to a 
heavy-duty design, allowing for use 
in a sometimes harsh & abrasive 
environment. Lastly, HMI control 
systems can be utilized on any of 
Tong’s conveying systems, be it a 
high care vegetable handling 
system or heavy-duty skip waste 
conveying system. 
On the other hand, Dewulf 
representatives say that generally, 
three to five kinds of conveyor are 
used during harvesting and storage. 
In a standard set-up, there are 
conveyors, elevator conveyors and 
store loaders. In the field, a transfer 
combi can be used to help clean and 
load the product directly into a trailer. 
When referring to unloading product 
from a belt trailer, a receiving hopper 
filler conveyor can greatly improve 
the flow and quality. The company 
offers single conveyors, duo 
conveyors, store loaders, elevator 
conveyors, receiving hopper filler for 
belt trailers and transfer combis. 
To conclude, equipment 
manufacturer AVR says that 
conveyors and conveying systems are 
preliminary to get the product from 
point A to B. So, besides a harvester 

with cleaning modules and a tipping 
trailer to do some road transport, all 
other “movement” of the potato from 
soil to the shed is done over different 
conveying systems.  
“On our side, namely agriculture, 
everything needs to be designed for 
HD work. Potatoes grow in the soil, so 
you never know what is dug up and 
needs to be transported over a 
conveying system. Our conveyor 
systems include some conveyor belts 
on the receiving hopper, while to 

guide the potatoes to the twin belt 
conveyors, we have automated 
telescopic store loaders. As a final 
piece of advice, if one works with 
living products such as potatoes, and 
with chemicals, it is always important 
to make sure machine are cleaned up 
regularly, to prevent troubles with 
crop diseases, and maybe even more 
important, to comply with food safety 
regulations, if we refer to certain 
chemicals used while storing,” AVR 
representatives conclude.  l
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Even in the case of freezing 
equipment, specifically spiral 
freezers and storage freezers 
in this case, several 

components, such as spiral freezer 
conveyors are critical to the 
processing of potatoes. In general, 
conveyors handle the product from 
the time it is offloaded from train cars 
and delivery trucks, through the 
washing and peeling process, and 
through processing and packaging of 
the potatoes into the deliverables for 
the consumer. 
 
SEVERAL TYPES 
TO CHOOSE FROM 
Multiple processes are used in the 
conversion of the raw potato to a 
specific product.  For example, even 
for simple bagged potatoes, washing, 
sizing, and sorting steps may require 
multiple pieces of equipment.  If the 
finished product is a snack food, 

dozens of processing steps may be 
needed, and each will require a 
different style conveyor and belt. 
According to Kenneth King, 
commercial manager with Ashworth 
Bros., Inc, the company offers stainless 
steel, plastic, and plastic/stainless 
steel belting options. The belt is 
selected based on the customers' 
required process parameters. 
Unloading and washing of the 
potatoes may require a robust belt 
like Ashworth’s Flat Wire belt to 
endure the rigors of field debris. 
Other belt designs such as 
engineered chain edge belting and 
Eye-Link belting made from stainless 
steel components can be utilized in 
straight run processes such as 
blanching, cooking, frying, or 
freezing.  The Ashworth Omni-Grid® 
360 Weld belt is ideal for turn curve 
and spiral applications, while 
ExactaStack® belt can be utilized on 

self-stacking spiral freezers. 
Moreover, Ashworth’s PosiDrive™ 
Spiral System is a good solution for 
spiral applications where greasy 
products generate high belt 
tensions when cooling and freezing 
product. The selection of the 
proper belt for a given conveyor is 
dependent on the customers’ 
product support requirements and 

“At the basis of Automha's mission, we place a 
strong focus on innovation, to ensure 
maximum customer satisfaction and the issues 
of social and environmental sustainability.”  
Automha representatives

Conserving energy and other resources has always been a concern and priority for any 
potato processor, which is why manufacturers of modern spiral freezers, but also freezing 
solutions for storing potatoes have come up with ingenious means of reducing 
unnecessary resource consumption.  
 
By Dan Orehov

Photo: Automha

Technology Is Evolving 
on All Counts
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the required belt strength needed 
to meet production volumes. 
“Though standard belt types may 
come to mind, each application is 
unique, and each sale is evaluated 
not on what has worked but rather 
what we need to achieve. We listen to 
processors and equipment builders 
and are constantly working on 
innovations to address current and 
anticipated processing challenges. 
Our belts are made to meet the 
potato manufacturers specific 
processing requirements,” King 
explains. “When selecting a belt for a 
specific processing application we 
must be cognizant of the variation of 
product types and different 
processing environments. Ashworth 
will assist with selection of belting 
based on the thermal, physical, or 
chemical requirements of each 
process. In certain cases, we are 
confronted with specific challenges 
involving mixed or differing 
processes such as freezing the 
product after it has been fried or 
maintaining product orientation to 
streamline the packaging process.  
Ashworth’s PosiDrive™ Spiral is a 
proven solution to minimize product 
movement,” King continues.  
As a supplier of the belting used in 
various systems, Ashworth are often 
asked to add features like flights to 
convey product up inclines, lane 
dividers to maintain product 
registration, and edge guards to 
retain product on the belt, and 
features that enhance the potato 
manufacturers' ability to clean their 
belt. General product safety as well as 
operator safety are forefront in any 
conveyor belt design. Last but not 
least, sanitary design is of utmost 
importance to any Ashworth product, 
as product safety begins with the 
equipment and relies on the 
operators. If ease of sanitation is part 
of the product design, processors 
have one less challenge to overcome 
and can concentrate on their mission 
which is supplying safe product at a 
profit, concludes King.  
 
END-STAGE FREEZING 
SOLUTIONS 
With over 160 employees, a 
production value of EUR70m in 2018, 
several offices and factories around 
the world, Automha SPA from Italy is 

today a leader in the design and 
construction of automatic 
warehouses, according to 
company representatives.  
The company’s representatives say 
that an automatic storage system in 
the freezing area is very important in 
order to reduce energy consumption 
and the number of workers, but also 
to increase the organization of the 
plant and the logistics. 
“Regarding the final step of the 
potato processing plant, that is the 
storage of the finish product before 
shipment, this can be divided into 
three areas. The first is the expedition 
and receiving area, with a 
temperature of 0-40C, situated in front 
of the storage area. For this particular 
area, Automha provides automatic 
conveyors, roller conveyors, chain 
conveyors, roller to chain conveyors 
for 90° transfer, rotation platform 
conveyor and slat conveyors,” the 
company’s experts explain.  
The second area, also called the 
proper storage area at a temperature 
of -250C is fitted with Automha 
equipment such as the Autosatmover 
machine with Supercap on board, 
namely an automatic system for 

storing and retrieving pallets in a 
multi-depth storing lane.  
Lastly, for the third area, named by 
Automha the layer picking area, with 
a temperature of -180C, this is usually 
situated in front of the storage area, 
on the first floor and can be fitted 
with automatic lifters, to move pallets 
from the ground floor, but also with 
walking conveyors, where the 
operator can remove the wrapping 
film from the finished goods.  
“There is also the option to use a 
shuttle loop, with a rushmover 
vehicle, to transfer the load unit 
between conveyors, in conjunction 
with anthropomorphic robots, and 
conveyors in interface with the 
automatic wrapping machine and 
automatic labelling machine,” explain 
the company’s experts. “We design 
each project based on the specific 
needs of the client, for each sector 
and are international leaders in the 
frozen industry. At the basis of 
Automha's mission, we place a strong 
focus on innovation, to ensure 
maximum customer satisfaction and 
the issues of social and environmental 
sustainability,” conclude the 
company’s representatives.  l

“We listen to processors and equipment 
builders and are constantly working on 
innovations to address current and 
anticipated processing challenges. ” 
Kenneth King, Ashworth

Photo: Ashworth



In the case of forming, along with 
final product quality, the 
following key considerations 
weigh heavily in the decision-

making process for equipment: food 
safety, reliability, productivity, 
portion control, scalability, 
sustainability and flexibility.  
 
INCREASING RECOVERY OF 
RAW MATERIALS 
According to specialists from Idaho 
Steel, making any number of formed 
potato products allows processors 
to increase their recovery. Parts of 
the potato that could not be cut into 
a nice strip would otherwise be sent 
to waste or as animal feed at a low 
price. A value-add product can be 
made through ingredients of almost 
any variation of shape. They add that 
formed potato products originally 
started out as a co-product for the 
French fry industry and were a 
revenue stream out of what was 

before considered waste. It has now 
grown to have dedicated form lines, 
still using the slivers from French 
fries, but only to supplement 
higher capacities. 
“Idaho Steel has always built the 
rotary former out of stainless steel 
and food grade plastics. What has 
significantly changed in regards to 
sanitation is the design and 
automation. Every part of the product 
path opens up for extreme access for 
inspection and cleaning. This is done 
with at the push of a button when 
needed as well as automatically as 
part of the timed cleaning sequence,” 
the company’s experts explain. 
“Flexibility is a key feature of our Nex-
Gem platform. While other forming 
equipment requires change large 
barrels, we have developed quick, 
toolless insert that can be changed 
out effortlessly by operators. Product 
change overs can be done in a 
fraction of the time and without a 
maintenance team,” they add. Idaho 
Steel, along with their partners, 
Kiremko and Reyco, offer full process 
lines for all major potato products, 
one of which being a complete form 
line. Using advanced 3D printing 
techniques, the different shapes the 
company can make is only limited 
by imagination.  

Similarly, on the topic of forming, 
Provisur Technologies, Inc., with a 
family of proven brands, AM2C®, 
Beehive®, Cashin®, Formax®, 
Multitec™, TST™ and Weiler®, offers a 
complete platform for food 
processing equipment including 
forming. Their VerTex equipment 
benefits by a pivoting hopper and 
easily removable feedscrews, which 
are among the features that make it 
quick and easy to clean. Innovative 
features result in reduced downtime, 
lower maintenance costs and 
increased productivity. Moreover, The 
VerTex servo controlled dual lobe 
pump provides precise filling 
capability, low- and high-pressure 
filling capability, and ensures that 
product is not overworked and 
damaged in the pumping process. 
Because the system is fully enclosed, 
it has the added benefit of virtually 
eliminating product leakage. 
“At Provisur we are continually 
innovating to find new ways to help 
our customers maximize the 
performance of their lines. New 
technology is always at the forefront. 
Our engineering and R&D teams are 
fully committed to deliver the best 
value equation. Our expertise is in 
designing and building advanced 
equipment and systems that 
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Forming burgers, nuggets, patties and other shapes is a key part of the product offering 
from many processors, as is the segment of extruded snacks. In both processes, 
consistency and productivity in volume are vital to profitability. 
 
By Dan Orehov

“Pavan Group feeds its success through 
constant and thoroughly organized Research 
& Development activities, performed by a 
team of 30 people between process 
technicians, analysts and mechanics.”  
Pavan Group



Process – Forming and Extrusion 

promises operation efficiency, 
excellent product quality, flexible 
textures and shapes with higher 
throughput and uncompromising 
food safety,” explain Provisur experts.  
 
OBTAINING PELLETS 
Pellet snacks are produced dried and 
semi-processed for easy storage and 
shipment and in a second phase are 
expanded, seasoned and packed. The 
pellet snacks’ peculiar capability of 
expanding is due to the presence of 
gelatinized or partially gelatinized 
starch in their matrix. The water 
entrapped into the matrix, if heated 
rapidly above boiling point, 
evaporates thus creating an internal 
pressure; the gelatinized matrix itself 
becomes less viscous and keeps the 
water steam inside for a certain time 

increasing its 
volume, 
according to 

Pavan technologists. They also say 
that the volume of the product 
increases and reaches rigidity again 
due to lack of water: the result is a 
light, crunchy and pleasant snack. 
The main advantages of the pellet 
snack technology include well 
defined shapes compared to directly 
expanded products, wide choice of 
raw materials: possibly all starches 
containing raw materials can be 
utilized, large choice of shaping 
systems: from the most classical die-
cut products to the sheeted ones, the 
double and the multilayer ones many 
cooking systems have been and are in 
use to produce pellet snacks from 
unprocessed flours and starches but 
the most internationally known and 
used is the extrusion cooking system. 
Pavan explains that forming extruders 
are used to shape the pellets after 
cooking, to make die cut products or 
to extrude sheets or ribbons to be 
shaped and cut at distance from the 

die. When the raw materials are 
already pre-cooked, like for 

instance with potato-based products, 
there is no need for the cooking step: 
this pellet production process is 
referred to as cold extrusion. All raw 
materials requiring cooking are 
processed in the first extrusion-
cooking step, followed by the shaping 
step of the cooked mass, which can 
be either the abovementioned cold 
extrusion or any other system capable 
of giving a correct shape to the hot 
dough before the drying. 
“Pavan Group feeds its success 
through constant and thoroughly 
organized Research & Development 
activities, performed by a team of 30 
people between process technicians, 
analysts and mechanics. They have at 
their disposal an area of 2000 sqm 
equipped with three pilot plants, four 
flexible production lines that can 
analyses new products in all respects 
and a laboratory equipped with all 
types of instruments for chemical, 
chemical physical, rheological analysis 
and nutritional/organoleptic tests on 
food,” Pavan specialists conclude.  l
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“Our expertise is in 
designing and 
building advanced 
equipment and 
systems that 
promises operation 
efficiency, excellent 
product quality, 
flexible textures 
and shapes with 
higher throughput 
and uncompro mi -
sing food safety.”  
Provisur

“Flexibility is a key feature of our  
Nex-Gem platform. While other forming 

equipment requires the changing of large 
barrels, we have developed 

quick, toolless insert that can be 
changed out effortlessly by operators.”  

Idaho Steel
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T hese new all stainless 
heads deliver maximum 
cutting action with 14 
cutting stations, almost 

doubling the capacity. Special 
features include quick-change 
knives and improved thickness 
setting to maintain strict tolerances 
and offer longer knife life. In these 
times of COVID-19 when 
companies are running with 
minimal essential employees, these 
heads do not require expert 
experienced operators to get the 
perfect slices. Capital purchases are 
a serious investment. When a 
company looks into upgrading, 
replacing, or starting a new line 
with what appears to be the latest 
technology, a closer examination is 
advised. A machine may make the 
necessary cut with the parts 
supplied with the initial new 
machine, but tolerances of change 
parts and replacement parts are 
critical in the long-term 
performance of the machine. 
Urschel stresses quality in 
manufacturing, not only in the fit 
and finish of the initial investment, 
but in every part manufactured. 
Urschel continually invests in new 
production technology, in order to 
provide that same quality to 
customers. Cost of ownership for 
the long-term should be stressed 
such as wear-and-tear parts, 
machine durability, and meeting 
customer support needs. 
Downtime can exponentially 
disrupt processing from an ill-
advised capital investment. 
During this COVID time, exploring 
new technology may be difficult 
due to travel restrictions. In person, 
cutting tests may not be practical. 
Live test cutting appointments via 
‘ZOOM’ and other avenues are 
growing in popularity. Videotaping 
or photos of cut products and 
machinery are also readily available 
to assess abilities. 

MOST EFFICIENT TYPES OF 
CUTTING MACHINERY 
Urschel has been fortunate to grow 
alongside the potato processing 
industry to continue to meet the 
needs of this constantly changing 
market. In the strip cutting/French 
fry/dicing area, many Urschel dicers 
are available depending on 
customer objectives.  
The DiversaCut 2110A® Dicer (DCA), 
by Urschel, is primarily the go-to 
machine for dices and crinkle 
french fries. The machine provides 
exacting cuts at high capacity. The 
DCA is manufactured for rugged 
production environments. 
Customers appreciate the long 
runtimes the machine delivers. Ease 
of use is another feature, noted by 
many processors. Handled, built-in 
circular knife carriage, removeable, 
slide-in slicing knife, and dial-in 
slicing contribute to a smooth flow 
of operation. Processors view this 
as a reliable, dependable machine 
that fits their production 
requirements. The DCA may be 
outfitted with either a 5 or 10 HP 
(3.7 or 7.5 kW) motor up to 90 hertz 
with supported heavy-duty 
components/gearing to obtain 
unsurpassed capacities.  Most 
potato processors will not need to 
run at such high speeds/capacities 
because the rest of the line may not 
be able to keep up with the 
product coming off of the Urschel 
machine, but this option is 
available for some of our leading, 
‘super processors.’  
For efficiency in terms of price 
point, small-to-medium processors 
may benefit from the DiversaCut 
Sprint® or Sprint 2® Dicers. Both 
offer smart, compact cutting zones 
for optimal dices and strips as lower 
cost alternatives for processors with 
one-, two-, or three-dimensional 
cutting options, along with many of 
the same added benefit built-ins as 
the larger volume DiversaCut 

Cutting It to Perfection 
- Latest Technologies 
for Potato Processors

Urschel continues to lead 
the way with new 
cutting technology with 
the Model CC series for 
slicing chips/crisps, 
shredding hash browns, 
other vegetables, and 
cheese with their new 
SL-14  and SH14 
MicroAdjustable® Slicing 
and Shredding Heads.  
 
By Expert Mike Jacko, 
Vice President of 
Applications & New 
Product Innovation 
at Urschel

Expert View - Urschel 
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2110A. Oftentimes, processing 
houses begin with smaller 
machines, such as one of these, to 
deliver volumes of precise cuts to 
their customers. As the processing 
house gains a positive reputation it 
either continues to build a number 
of small lines, or upgrades to larger 
equipment via trade-in 
opportunities. The Model CC 
remains the preferred potato chip 
slicer among processors worldwide, 
outselling all competitor brands by 
a substantial margin. In many 
countries, this slicer is responsible 
for the largest percentage of the 
market of all high capacity volume, 
commercially processed potato 
chips. Introduced by Urschel in 
1959, the original has undergone 
vast improvements throughout its 
history, while the operating 
principle has withstood the test of 
time. This slicer was created 
specifically for the commercial 
potato chip industry. The 'CC' 
originally stood for 'Chip Cutter'. 
The machine also shreds potatoes 
for hash browns, slices for thicker 
potato products, and julienne 
strips/sticks. The CC is viewed as an 
integral part of the potato chipping 
processing line. Processors prefer 
this slicer because of the precision 
slices that equate to even fry times 
to maximize profits. Both regional 
chippers and the bigger, global 
companies purchase this slicer 
for ease of use to efficiently 
process quality cuts with 
minimal maintenance.  

Related to other types of potato 
processing, elongated potatoes are 
commonly sliced by the E 
TranSlicer® Cutter for final or precut 
product and all types of particle 
size reduction applications via the 
Comitrol® Processor line, including 
potato flake applications. The 
abundance of reduction heads and 
impellers, provided by the Comitrol, 
contributes to the success of many 
processors with the ability to 
reduce down to micro-dimensions. 
Customers appreciate ease of use 
and refined cutting principle. 
 
ADVANTAGES OF 
CUTTING MACHINES  
IN TODAY’S MARKET 
Things are changing rapidly in the 
world. Adapting to the marketplace 
is vital. Customers are always looking 
for an advantage, whether quality-
wise, a unique product, ease of 
operation for workers, and the 
comfort level that the supplier will 
be there when things are not going 
as planned. Urschel has been 
working diligently through the entire 
Coronavirus pandemic to supply the 

needed parts for our machines to 
keep plants up and running around 
the globe. Urschel machines are 
already robust long lasting, easy to 
clean, versatile easy to run machines 
that run the gamut on what they can 
slice, strip cut, and dice. We are 
proud to be the size reduction 
specialists that kept commercial food 
processors going strong. A staunch 
supply chain is a major advantage in 
today’s market. Customers choose to 
partner with companies that support 
their every effort. These tough 
COVID times have put us all to the 
test in one way or another and have 
definitely strengthened relationships 
in the process. 
 
MOST COMMON DEMANDS  
Customers are demanding more in 
a design than ever before. 
Customers are always looking to 
improve sanitation and time 
efficiencies. Cutting principles are 
more precise to produce tighter, 
increased in-spec results, dedicated 
to increasing usable product.  
Components are constructed with 
ease of use elements, such as 

“Evaluating commonly replaced parts, 
determining proper vendor support 
initiatives, and continuing to examine 
new technology will have customers on 
their way to achieving the perfect cut.”
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built-in handles, while also being 
able to withstand rugged production 
environments. Tools that accompany 
machines are also designed to 
expedite routine procedures. It all 
relates to time savings and cost 
savings. Today’s cutting equipment is 
designed with greater flexibility. 
Oftentimes, one machine has the 
capability to deliver one-, two-, or 
three-dimensional cutting. This way, 
as customer SKUs increase, a 
customer can simply purchase 
additional parts for an existing 
machine, expanding the spectrum of 
cutting abilities. 
 
MOST COMMON CHALLENGES 
CUSTOMERS FACE AND 
OVERCOMING OBSTACLES  
Cutting efficiencies, yields, cost per 
pound of product is what processors 
are looking to improve as well as 
product quality, sanitary aspects, the 
manpower and technical expertise 
required to run the processes and 
machines for cutting. Sometimes 
additional auxiliary sizing equipment 
or defect removal equipment is 
required to go with the slicer, French 
fry cutters, and dicers, so that’s a 

potential added cost. More 
complicated machines may require 
higher paid workers, but the trend is 
to make things easier to set-up and 
run with lower labor costs. It’s all a 
trade-off. A brand-new machine with 
worn out knives damaged by rocks 
will not make a good product. 
Feeding methods, when to change 
out parts, gauging cut quality versus 
getting the highest volume of 
useable product are all challenges 
processors must work to overcome. 
Customers are looking for a machine 
with components that work with 
their fast-paced line. Small and large 
companies, regional and global, 
want a robust machine that will hold 
precision slice tolerances throughout 
production runs with guarantees of 

parts and service when they need 
them. The ability to make changes 
‘on the fly’ to be responsive to the 
needs of their environment. 
Customers look for responsiveness 
from vendors. Service or support 
contracts with vendors, such as 
Urschel, may result in overcoming 
hurdles related to manpower and 
technical expertise. Support over-
the-phone and via video technology 
also offer valuable assistance. ‘Ready-
to-ship’ parts for quick turnaround is 
also advantageous. Procedures for 
swapping out parts should be easily 
understood with simple steps to 
follow succinctly. 
 
IN SUMMARY  
While every food processor seeks the 
‘perfect cut’ and the highest level of 
efficiency, evaluating current line 
inefficiencies may go a long way in 
perfecting the line and increasing in-
spec. product. Something as simple 
as examining knife changeover 
intervals or feeding methods, may 
lead to significantly improved 
product and overall cost-savings. 
Evaluating commonly replaced 
parts, determining proper vendor 
support initiatives, and continuing 
to examine new technology will 
have customers on their way to 
achieving the perfect cut.  l

“Customers look for responsiveness from 
vendors. Service or support contracts 
with vendors, such as Urschel, may result 
in overcoming hurdles related to 
manpower and technical expertise.“
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Using the 
Blockchain 
Technology 

International food companies 
Carrefour and Nestlé have 
already added Mousline 
purée, a popular instant 

mashed potato mix available in 
France, into the Food Trust 
blockchain network. Mashed 
potatoes have been a beloved 
food in France since the dish was 
invented there in the 1800s. 
Ensuring the potatoes are grown 
in France, and of the highest 
quality, is important to French 
consumers making this an ideal 
food to provide traceability. A 
barcode on the 520g packages 
can be scanned with a smart-
phone, giving consumers valuable 
information about the mix they’re 
about to prepare, including the 
region where the potatoes were 
grown and varieties used, quality 
control in the Nestlé factory where 

the product was made, and the 
places and dates of storage before 
it reached the grocer. 
 
TRACKING 
THE END-PRODUCT 
Carrefour, Nestle and IBM believe 
that by using blockchain as part of 
a collective, they can bring 
increased transparency to what 
consumers eat, and grow their 
business while promoting food 
safety. “We want to bring the full 
story of the food to the customer,” 
said Sandra Calabre, a client 
executive with IBM France. 
The partnership is the latest sign of 
momentum for Food Trust, a 
rapidly expanding blockchain-
based network that’s bringing 
more transparency to the 
otherwise opaque global food 
supply chain of growers, 
processors, wholesalers, 
distributors, manufacturers, and 
retailers. The decentralized 
platform uniquely benefits each 
participant by optimizing supply 
chain processes, increasing 
freshness, improving food safety, 
minimizing waste and cost, and 
providing trusted provenance of 
food. Most recently, Albertson’s, 
one of the largest food and drug 
retailers in the US, announced it 

was joining the Food Trust 
ecosystem and would pilot the 
technology with lettuce. Walmart 
is also using it to trace all leafy 
greens and many other food 
products. The Food Trust now has 
more than 80 food brands, 
including Dole, Golden State 
Foods and Driscoll’s, and more 
than five million products have 
been sold through the network. 
 
SAFETY AND TRUST 
The new Mousline purée 
packaging from Carrefour and 
Nestlé has been introduced at key 
stores in France this week, 
followed by broader rollout 
throughout the country. Carrefour, 
which operates more than 12,000 
stores in over 33 countries, is 
expected to track and trace more 
of its prepared food products in 
this way in the future. By creating a 
decentralized ledger that records 
transactions in a global food 
network, blockchain is being used 
to untangle the dense web of 
growers, suppliers, manufacturers, 
retailers, regulators, consumers, 
and restaurants. The secure data-
sharing platform lets participants 
share information about food 
origin, processing, and shipping 
information in a permissioned way 

Blockchain technology is 
bringing much-needed 
transparency and 
traceability to more parts 
of the global food supply, 
including lettuce, 
spinach, berries and, now, 
mashed potatoes.
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ensuring the data and insights gained remain the 
property and under the control of the respective 
companies. The governance model is enforced by 
the Food Trust’s Advisory Council, comprised of a 
range of industry innovators and leaders. In past 
years, a lack of traceability and a profusion of 
intermediaries have hindered the quick 
identification of the sources of contamination in a 
number of food provenance emergencies.  
Raj Rao, general manager, IBM Food Trust, says 
blockchain can help improve the global food 
ecosystem, making it smarter, safer, and more 
sustainable for all. The technology uses the food 
industry’s widely adopted GS1 standards, is built on 
the open source Hyperledger Fabric, and has the 
ability to run on multiple types of cloud networks. 
“The root of many problems in our food systems is 
the lack of transparency: how visible the 
information is, how well people are able to 
understand what is going on and react in a timely 
and appropriate manner,” said Rao. “With 
blockchain, all the participants in the supply chain 
can come together on a neutral playing field to 
share important information that will benefit the 
entire food ecosystem. This provides transparency 
for the consumer, while preserving data ownership 
for the companies involved.” 
 
THE FUTURE OF FARMING 
Yara International, a global leader in crop nutrition, 
and IBM, signed an agreement last year, to build 
the world's leading digital farming platform, 
providing holistic digital services and instant 
agronomic advice. Yara and IBM Services are jointly 
innovating and commercializing digital agricultural 
solutions that help increase global food 
production, by drawing on the two companies' 
complementary capabilities: Yara's agronomic 
knowledge, backed by more than 800 agronomists 
and a century of experience, and IBM's digital 
platforms, services and expertise in artificial 
intelligence (AI) and data analytics. 
"Our collaboration centers around a common goal 
to make a real difference in agriculture. To be able 
to responsibly feed a growing population, it is 
critical that farmers increase food production on 
existing farmland to avoid deforestation. Yara and 
IBM will develop digital solutions that empower 
professional and smallholder farmers to optimize 
farming practices to increase yields, crop quality 
and incomes in a sustainable way," said Terje 
Knutsen, EVP sales and marketing at Yara. 
The joint global digital farming platform applies 
artificial intelligence, machine learning and in-
field data to unlock new insights for farmers. The 
digital platform will have worldwide coverage and 
aspires to reach 100 million hectares of farmland - 
which is equivalent to twice the size of Spain or 
close to 7% of all arable land worldwide, including 
millions of smallholder farms. 
"As demand for food rises along with the world's 
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population, the digital farming 
platform will play a key role in 
increasing global farming yields in 
a sustainable way. The 
collaboration is a perfect symbiosis 
of IBM's capabilities in AI, big data 
management and blockchain 
technology and Yara's agronomic 
knowledge, farmer-centric digital 
innovation, and proven track 
record in improving farming across 
the globe," said Luq Niazi, IBM 
global managing director, 
Consumer Industries. 
As a first step, Yara and IBM have 
established joint innovation teams, 
collaborating at digital hubs in 
Europe, Singapore, the US and 
Brazil. The teams will work closely 

with IBM researchers to develop 
new capabilities, such as visual 
analytics and machine learning 
techniques for crop insights. The 
first services were planned for the 
end of last year. 
 
ADVANCING THE DIGITAL 
FRONTIER OF FARMING 
The Yara/IBM partnership focuses 
on all aspects of farm optimization. 
One specific area of collaboration 
will be weather data. The ability to 
respond optimally to weather 
conditions is critical for farming. By 
merging analytical insights from 
IBM's Watson Studio, IBM PAIRS 
technology, The Weather Company 
and other services, with Yara's crop 
knowledge and modelling 
capabilities, the joint platform will 
not only provide hyperlocal 
weather forecasts but will in 
addition give real-time actionable 
recommendations, tailored to the 
specific needs of individual 
fields/crops. As the joint digital 
farming platform expands, the 
teams will explore innovative 
business solutions to integrate the 
joint platform into the IBM Food 
Trust, IBM's blockchain-enabled 
network of food chain players. This 
will allow for greater traceability 
and supply chain efficiency, as well 
as ways to tackle food fraud, food 
waste and sustainability. It will 
firmly link the farm into the full 
food chain, creating a holistic 
approach to food production from 
farm to plate. 

Photo: Yara
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BENEFITS FOR THE FARMER 
Digital disruption can unlock multiple benefits for 
the farmer. As a consequence, the farmer has 
many more opportunities to optimize: more 
insights and information to informed decision 
making, granular optimization down to sub-
square meter level, computer-driven decision 
support, basing complex decisions on facts and 
simulation, ability to access information. Digital 
farming provides the opportunity to realize a 
step-change in food production: higher yield, as 
inputs are used to their full potential, higher 
quality, as stakeholders understand more deeply 
the complex drivers of quality from optimized 
crop nutrition applications, less waste, as 
precisely the right amount of fertilizer is applied, 
tailored to weather, soil, or higher value, as a 
result of optimized operations. 
“The digital revolution in agriculture will allow a 
step-change in the optimum use of crop nutrition 
products, which help to feed the world and 
protect the planet. As population grows, we need 
to find a way to produce much more food, with 
less resources in a more sustainable way. The first 
major step-growth in agricultural production 
happed more than 100 years ago with the advent 
of nitrate based mineral fertilizer. As our 
challenges grow, we need new tools to even 
maintain, let alone improve the way we grow 
food. We believe digital farming is one key answer 
to these challenges,” concludes Knutsen. l 

*The information in this article was provided by Yara and IBM. 



Such systems have 
demonstrated capability of 
reaching packaging speeds 
of up to 250bpm for 

optimum product throughput. In 
addition, with reduced interference 
by equipment during the 
packaging process, product 
damage is kept to a minimum, 
which is especially important for 
fragile items, such as potato chips. 
 
GREATER EQUIPMENT 
FLEXIBILITY 
According to Anurag Mitra, product 
marketing manager Packaging with 
tna, perhaps more importantly, 
VFFS systems effectively support 
manufacturers in boosting 
packaging efficiencies – a crucial 
factor in the decision-making 
process. Beyond increasing the 
number of bags that can be filled 
per minute, sanitary design 

features, automatic roll changes, 
waste reduction, operator 
friendliness, servo technology and 
ultrasonic sealing all contribute to 
delivering a more efficient 
packaging process. In recent years 
however, the demand for 
equipment flexibility has never 
been greater as brand owners look 
to keep up with evolving consumer 
requirements - and this is really 
where VFFS technology comes into 
its own. Capable of processing 
multiple product types, handling 
different pack sizes of varying 
lengths and widths, as well as 
formats, VFFS systems are some of 
the most versatile pieces of 
equipment on the market. As a 
result, potato chip manufacturers, 
for example, can process multiple 
products on a single production line 
- from large sharing bags to single-
serve snack packs and multi-packs. 

VFFS Packaging Innovation 

Category Is: 
Versatility
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One of the greatest advantages of VFFS packaging equipment is its 
simplicity – using gravity to transfer product from the weigher, through 
the metal detector and into the forming tube on the bagmaker. 
 
By Dan Orehov
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Keeping energy costs low is 
essential when trying to achieve a 
more efficient and sustainable 
production process. At tna, we 
look at ways to accomplish this 
from both the product level and 
on the production line. In terms of 
products, the best way to improve 
manufacturers’ environmental 
impact is to provide solutions and 
technology that increase their 
productivity while using existing 
utilities and footprint,” Mitra 
explains. “Stand-out VFFS 
equipment delivers a simple, yet 
sophisticated control system 
design – this is crucial for ease of 
operational use, service and 
maintenance, and everything in 
between. Over recent years, 
digitization of the packaging line 
has been crucial to enabling food 
manufacturers to keep up with the 
demand of their customers, ensure 
rapid product changeovers and 
reduce downtime. With the tna 
robag series, the simple graphical 
user interface provides a single 
point of control to facilitate recipe 
changes, maintenance cycles and 
more, at the push of a button,” 
Mitra adds.  
 
VFFS VS OTHER PACKERS 
For the packaging of fresh cut 
chips, VFFS vertical wrapper 
machines can offer reductions in 
labor and initial set-up costs, and 
also take up less floor space than 
larger horizontal machinery. 
According to ULMA Packaging, this 
is made possible due to the 
weigher being situated directly 
above the VFFS, and the fact no 
operator help is required to 
present products into the packs. 
VFFS machines also enjoy the 

similar advantages 
over flow 
wrappers when 
packaging raw 
potatoes. 
ULMA’s 
proprietary, 
user-friendly 
UPC 4.0 control 
system ensures 
its VFFS vertical 
wrapper range 
is very easy to 
use. Operated 
by an industrial 
PC touch 
screen on the 
machine, it 
allows for 
screen-
integrated 
features 
including 
production 
data, test 
screens, 
machine 
manuals, videos 
and driver 
downloads, giving the 
operator a high degree of intuitive 
control. This also ensures further 
efficiency measurements and 
optimization, and allows for easy 

remote servicing, through which 
ULMA experts can offer in-house 
technicians further support 
if required. 
“ULMA’s VFFS packaging machines 
are built with energy and output 
efficiency in mind, and with design 
features to ensure practicality and 
lower operating costs. For example, 
solutions in the company’s vertical 
wrapper range use servo motors 
whenever practical – such as in the 
film transport and cross seal jaw 
sections – to reduce the use of 
compressed air, which can be 
expensive. In particular, the 
company’s new VTI 600 and VTC 
800 vertical wrappers have been 
optimized for best possible work 

“ULMA’s new VTI 600 and VTC 800 
vertical wrappers have been optimized 
for best possible work performance and 
production rates and minimized 
maintenance costs.” 
ULMA representatives

“In terms of products, the best way to 
improve manufacturers’ environmental 
impact is to provide solutions and 
technology that increase their 
productivity while using existing utilities 
and footprint.”  
Anurag Mitra, tna
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performance and production rates 
and minimized maintenance costs,” 
explain the company’s experts.  
 
TYPES OF BAGS 
AND MATERIALS 
Simon Ruffley, business manager 
EMEA – Snacks Packaging Systems 
from Ishida Europe, says that VFFS 
is very versatile and can deal with 
many different types of materials. 
The most common are Oriented 
Polypropylene (OPP), BOPP (Bi-), 
MOPP (Metallized-), Polyethylene 
Terephthalate (PET) (typically for 
nut packs), Polyethylene (PE) layer 
to improve seal quality. The most 
common bag styles are Pillow, 
Gusset, Gusset-block-bottom, and 
Vertical Stand-Up (VSU). The need 
for product differentiation and to 
create a premium image for 
certain products is leading some 
manufacturers to explore 

alternative pack styles. Ultimately, 
the type of film materials and type 
of packaging will define the 
required pack sealing technology. 
VFFS technology is ideal for the 
majority of the currently used pack 
formats, thanks primarily to its 
simplicity by utilizing gravity as a 
free force. High speed and quick 
changeovers, combined with low 
maintenance and operation costs, 
make the VFFS machine a strong 
solution for snacks packaging. 
Compared to this, both the pouch-
filling (Doy pack) and zipped pack 
are slower with greater complexity 
and lower volume throughput.  
Flow-wrap for multi-packs and 
trays are more for specialist or 
niche products. 
“Ease of use is another critical 
design criterion for any VFFS 
system and has certainly been a 
key factor in all of Ishida’s New 

Product Development work. As 
stated earlier, the greater the level 
of automation, the greater the 
level of mistake-proofing, 
minimizing human error through 
repetitive actions or tiredness and 
also avoiding RSI,” Ruffley explains. 
“Ishida-designed examples of this 
include our Autosplice feature for 
automatic film roll changes, which 
ensures continuous operation, 
and much reduced downtime, and 
an intuitive HMI interface. The 
overall design of the system 
ensures effective visual 
management around the machine 
to quickly identify its operating 
condition, while ease of access 
(such as changing the former, 
access to metal detectors, chutes 
and film changes) speeds up 
changeovers and minimizes 
downtime. Positive mechanical 
design features also help to 
ensure the correct former location 
– this is critical for consistent pack 
quality and integrity,” Ruffley adds.  
Taking all of the above into 
account, the only remaining factor 
that is of major importance to 
processors is yield. All experts 
contacted for this article agree 
that this will depend on a number 
of factors, such as speed, which 
itself is dependent on product 
characteristics and how the 
product behaves when falling 
through the machine, pack size 
and pack format, including the 
material used, and the thickness 
of the film, which will affect ease 
of sealing. In terms of speeds, 
these can typically range from 
less than 30 bpm to over 250bpm 
for a twin configuration, 
depending on product 
characteristics, pack type and 
pack size. As a couple of examples 
provided by the companies cited 
above, packing a 40g bag of 
potato chips at 120 bags per 
minute (bpm) at 99% efficiency 
will generate 258kg/hr.; a 150g 
pack at 90bpm and 99% efficiency 
will deliver 802kg/hr. The 
important aspect is for processors 
to discuss their requirements with 
the VFFS supplier, in order to 
ensure that they have a solution 
that meets the production and 
output targets.  l

“Ease of use is another critical design 
criterion for any VFFS system and has 
certainly been a key factor in all of Ishida’s 
New Product Development work.”  
Simon Ruffley, Ishida





Availability of raw materials -
with China and India as the 
largest producers of 
potatoes - and a potential 

market with increasing population 
with high disposable incomes offer a 
huge opportunity for potato 
processors. According to research 
company Marketsandmarkets, 
developing economies such as China, 
India, and Brazil are potential revenue 
pockets for the global potato 
processing market. Furthermore, a 
rise in the presence of international 
brands supported by various 
government policies, development in 
cold chain logistics, and expansion of 
the retail industry in developing 
markets, is projected to create 

opportunities for potato processing in 
the coming years. 
 
PREFERRED PRODUCTS 
AND APPLICATIONS 
Other research shows that the potato 
processing market in Asia-Pacific, by 
type, has been segmented into 
frozen, chips & snack pellets, 
dehydrated, and others, which 
include canned potato, potato 
granules, flour, and starch. The chips & 
snack pellets segment is projected to 
grow at the highest CAGR from 2017 
to 2022. Chips and snack pellets are 
some of the major types of processed 
potato consumed all over the globe, 
attributed to the increase in demand 
for snack foods due to their 

convenience for on-the-go 
consumption, coupled with new 
innovations and product launches 
with respect to potato chip flavors.  
The potato processing market is 
projected to reach USD30.85bn by 
2022, at a CAGR of 5.3% during the 
forecast period. Currently, this market 
is gaining momentum due to the 
increase in demand for potato 
processing such as French fries, ready-
to-eat food, potato chips, sliced and 
fried potatoes, frozen potato products 
in the foodservice industry and retail 
channels such as supermarkets, 
hypermarkets, and convenience 
stores. The most common application 
areas for potato processing are ready-
to-cook and prepared meals, snacks, 
and other applications, which include 
food additives in soups, gravies, 
bakery products, and desserts. The 
ready-to-cook and prepared meals 
segment was the largest application 
of potato processing and it accounted 
for the largest share in terms of both 
value and volume, in recent years. 
Sources say that specifically referring 
to Asia-Pacific, the frozen potato 
market size is anticipated to 
experience a growth rate of 6.5% 
CAGR by 2022. Emerging economies 
in Asian region have also contributed 
to the growth of frozen potato 
market. China is the largest producer 
of potato. Moreover, food outlets 
have expanded their selling and 
distribution in frozen French fries, 
especially in Asian regions. In-N-Out 
French, Wendy, Sonic, Hardee's & 
Carl's Jr., Popeyes, Burger King and 
others are some of the leading food 
chains stores dealing in frozen food. 
In the coming years, more food chains 
are expected to meet Asian region 
due to the largest population count in 
countries like India and China. 
 
CHINA IS THE 
LARGEST PRODUCER  
China, Russia, India, the United States, 
and Ukraine are among the largest 
producers of potatoes. Asia alone 
accounts for half of the world’s potato 
production, with China and India 
accounting for nearly 35% of the 
output. China’s domestic demand for 
potatoes has slowly increased over 
the last few decades. About 10-15% 
of the potatoes produced in China are 
used for processed potato products, 
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Markets – Asia-Pacific 

Growing 
Opportunities 
The potato processing market is experiencing high 
growth, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region, in terms of 
both value and volume, due to the surge in demand for 
potato processing, owing to the growing investment by 
key players in this industry. 
 
By Dan Orehov
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such as chips and frozen French fries. 
There is an increasing middle-class 
population due to rapid urbanization, 
which has resulted in the popularity 
of potato products, as this population 
is attracted more to westernized 
cuisine. Also, the Chinese government 
is looking to increase the potato crop 
production as it is more profitable per 
acre than any other staple crops. 
Potato consumption in China has 
increased significantly in previous 
years. This increase was seen mostly in 
food, feed, and processing with 
shares of 59%, 21%, and 8.9%, 
respectively. The demand for potato 
and its products has increased and is 
higher than the global level. Because 
of the significant increase in incomes 
of rural and urban areas in China, 
there is high demand for high-quality 
potato products. Most high value-
added potato products (e.g., chips 
and French fries) were imported into 
China, showing, to some extent, the 
inability of local potato production to 
supply these markets. Most imported 
industrial machinery was not suited 
for the crisps and French fries 
processing industries, because of the 
lack of suitable processing varieties 
grown by farmers. Also, there is little 
promotion or advertisement for any 
potato brand in supermarkets.  
 
POTENTIAL FOR INVESTMENT 
IN PROCESSING 
According to information from a 
report by the International Potato 
Center in China, the potato-
processing industry is highly 
concentrated, with over-investment 
particularly in the starch-processing 
industry. As a result, experts suggest 

that future potential investments in 
the Chinese potato industry should 
focus instead on niche markets like 
quality fresh potatoes and processed 
specialized potato products, such as 
potato bread, potato noodles, and 
others. Potential investments in the 
machinery/equipment potato 
industry need to factor in that local 
competitors are mostly small and 
medium-sized enterprises. To invest in 
such industries with advanced 
technology and management 
experience may be very attractive for 
local governments.  
Data from the United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
shows that processed potatoes 
account for about 15% of total 
production and include such products 
as starch, dehydrated potatoes, chips, 
and frozen French fries (FFF). 
According to industry sources, many 
potato processing machines only run 
from mid–August to late–March, due 
to the limited supply of suitable fresh 
potatoes and inadequate or outdated 
storage facilities. Many potato 
processing factories are located in the 
Northern Single Crop Zone, where 
potatoes are harvested from 
September to October. The potatoes 
produced in other zones are generally 

not suitable for processing. As a result, 
China’s processing potato supply is 
very limited from March–August. The 
USDA report also shows that frozen 
French fries production was estimated 
at 290,000 metric tons last year, which 
represents an increase of 15% 
compared to 2018. Due to increasing 
demand for FFF, China’s potato 
processing industry is building 
additional processing capacity in Inner 
Mongolia. In China, there are less than 
ten FFF processing lines and the 
addition of a new line will noticeably 
increase capacity.  
Lastly, according to local media 
reports, the Chinese potato price is 
lower than the global average, which 
benefits Chinese potato export. These 
reports show that Chinese potato 
trade is likely to grow this year. As for 
import, the Chinese potato industry 
has a growing capacity to process 
potatoes and industrial development 
is quick. The domestic potato industry 
is therefore able to compete with 
import potatoes in terms of product 
quality, which means that import 
gradually declines. And while 
international competition is fierce, 
China has a distinct advantage 
because the price of Chinese potatoes 
is relatively low. l

“A rise in the presence of international 
brands, development in cold chain logistics, 
and expansion of the retail industry in  
Asia-Pacific is projected to create 
opportunities for potato processing.”
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Extruded snacks such as pellets 
are recognized as a 
convenient snacking option 
for manufacturers and brand 

owners. Positioned as semi-finished 
ingredient, these then usually undergo 
further processing before taking on 
their final form. After they have been 
passed on to customers, snack pellets 
can be expanded via a range of 
techniques, some of the more 
common of which include frying, air-
popping, baking or roasting. After this 
process, the snacks are then 
seasoned, packaged and sold via 
retail channels. Pellets remain popular 
with food manufacturers due to the 
numerous advantages they offer, 
such as their long shelf-life and the 
fact that they are both simple and 
economical to store and transport.  
As will be discussed in more detail 
shortly, extruded snack pellets are 
typically manufactured from starch-
based raw materials such as potatoes, 
cereals, pulses or vegetable powders. 
Although cereal starches represent 
one of the most frequent examples, 
usage of root starches from potatoes 
and tapioca remains high across 
much of the world.  

MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
Although a variety of cooking 
systems exist for the production and 
preparation of snack pellets from 
unprocessed flours and starches, 
extrusion remains the most widely 
used throughout the world. The 
pellets are shaped with forming 
extruders after the cooking process, 
to produce die-cut products or to 
extrude sheets or ribbons which are 
later shaped and cut. For raw 
materials which are already pre-
cooked (of which potato-based 
products such as flakes and granules 
represent one example), no cooking 
process is required. This pellet 
production process is usually referred 
to as ‘cold extrusion.’  
In recent years, there has been 
evidence of a trend towards 
manufacturers using hot air instead 
of oil during the pellet expansion 
process, which is suitable for 
products made from raw 
ingredients such as potatoes, corn, 
rice and wheat. The ability of snack 
pellets to expand can be attributed 
to the presence of gelatinized 
starch, whereby the water 
evaporates when heated rapidly 

above boiling point. This creates an 
internal pressure, increasing the 
volume of the product which then 
regains rigidity due to the lack 
of water.  
The technology used in the 
production of snack pellets 
increasingly enables products to be 
made which offer unique 
characteristics which may appeal to 
end-users – examples include a high 
fiber content, or multi-colored pellets. 
One possible area of future growth is 
the emergence of snack pellets 
incorporating ancient grains, such as 
quinoa, sorghum and amaranth. 
Products with these ingredients have 
already started to appear in other 
sectors of the savory snacks market.  
Also worthy of mention at this point 
are pasteurized potato products – 
these are typically vacuum packed 
and then boiled at close to 100 
degrees Celsius, before being cooled. 
Prior to pasteurization, these are 
sometimes seasoned, with spices, 
herbs or vegetables. These tend to 
have a shelf-life of between one to 
two months and are most often used 
as a meal accompaniment, usually in 
industrial or foodservice applications.  

Extruded potato-based snacks such as pellets are increasingly suited towards the growing 
replacement of formal mealtimes with snacking occasions, reports Jonathan Thomas.

Jonathan 
Thomas

Suitable for 
Busy Lifestyles
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GLOBAL EXTRUDED 
SNACKS MARKET 
At present, the global extruded 
snacks market is estimated to be 
worth in the region of $50bn in value 
terms. Annual growth over the next 
few years is expected to average 4-5% 
by value, although it remains possible 
that the COVID-19 pandemic may 
adversely affect consumer 
expenditure in the short to medium-
term. Although the global market is 
dominated by regions such as North 
America and Western Europe, recent 
growth has been highest throughout 
much of the Asia-Pacific. As is the case 
in the more developed parts of the 
world, the snacking habit is growing 
progressively more ingrained 
amongst predominantly younger 
urban consumers in countries such as 
China and India.  
Mainstream retail channels such as 
supermarkets and hypermarkets 
account for an estimated 55% of 
global sales of extruded snacks. 
However, these are coming under 

greater pressure from online retailing, 
as more consumers turn towards the 
internet to shop for groceries. Online 
channels are expected to account for a 
greater share of the market in the 
future – one effect of the COVID-19 
pandemic has been growth in the 
number of people purchasing 
groceries online across much of the 
world. Potato-based products are 
estimated to account for up to a third 
of the global extruded snacks market 
in value and volume terms. In Europe 
and the Middle East, the share of the 
overall market taken by potato-based 
pellets increases to more than 50%. 
However, the potato sector is coming 
under greater pressure to maintain 
market share. Reasons include the 
variable quality levels which exist for 
potato-based ingredients such as 
flakes and granules, as well as the price 
of potato flour, which has traditionally 
been high.  
Therefore, the potato-based products 
sector now faces stronger competition 
from extruded snacks made from 

ingredients such as wheat flour, corn, 
rice, tapioca and various pulses (e.g. 
beans and lentils). Extruded snacks 
made from pulses such as lentils and 
chickpeas are becoming especially 
popular, having benefited from the 
trend towards plant-based products in 
many parts of the world. Recognized 
as a source of fiber and protein, snacks 
made from pulses are ideally 
positioned to capitalize on healthy 
eating trends with growth in demand 
likely to be strongest amongst sections 
of the population such as vegans. In 
many cases, extruded snacks made 
with plant-based ingredients often 
carry additional health claims – for 
example, penetration of clean-label 
products is thought to be high within 
this category.  
Another significant trend in the global 
market for extruded snacks is the rising 
penetration of twin-screw extruded 
products. This development is 
expected to gather pace over the 
coming years, since twin-screw 
extrusion systems offer numerous 
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benefits compared with the single-
screw counterparts which have 
traditionally dominated manufactu -
ring. These include a better mixing 
ability, higher pumping efficiency and 
offering a larger number of 
configurations for extruded snacks. Put 
simply, twin-screw systems are better 
positioned to produce the variety of 
shapes, sizes and formats which snack 
manufacturers and end-users are 
seeking in today’s marketplace.  
 
SNACKING ATTITUDES 
& HABITS 
Demand for savory snacks is expected 
to remain relatively high within the 
next few years, even though sales are 
likely to come under pressure from the 
predicted economic downturn 
resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic 
throughout much of the world. The 
fact that more people throughout the 
world (especially within the younger 
age groups) now tend to view snacks 

as a valid mealtime option in their own 
right suggests that the number of 
occasions when products such as 
extruded potato snacks are consumed 
will continue to increase. However, it 
should be remembered that savory 
snacks such as potato-based products 
continue to face strong competition 
from other varieties, e.g. biscuits, con -
fectionery and newer snack concepts 
such as energy and protein bars.  
According to the 2019 Global 
Consumer Snacking Trends Study 
released by Mondelez International, 
snacking remains a widespread and 
well-established habit amongst most 
of the world’s population. At present, 6 
in 10 adults worldwide claim to prefer 
to eat several smaller meals as the day 
progresses, rather than three large 
meals, as has traditionally been the 
case. Unsurprisingly, this habit is 
especially prevalent amongst younger 
age groups, since the figure increases 
to 70% of millennials. Latest estimates 
suggest that the average US consumer 
eats 2.6 snacks during a typical day, 
with 42% eating more than three. 
Separate research from Innova gives 
some indication of the extent to which 
savory snacks are now replacing meals 
across much of the world. According to 
this source, around 23% of consumers 
frequently turn to salty snacks at 
lunchtime, a figure which compares 
with 17% during dinner occasions and 
8% at breakfast. In the US, 44% of 
consumers claim to regularly eat 
snacks instead of meals. Many people 
are relatively constant in their snacking 

habits, since around two-thirds of 
adults claim to snack around the same 
time every day.  
Snack foods are also seen as an 
essential part of the day for many 
consumers - according to the 
research from Mondelez 
International, 70% of adults claim that 
snacking helps them get through the 
day. In addition, the popularity of 
snacks continues to benefit from their 
convenient and portable nature. In 
the Mondelez research, over half 
(53%) of adults felt that foods such as 
snacks which can be eaten on the go 
are more suited towards their busy 
lifestyles than traditional meals, a 
figure which increases to two-thirds 
of millennial respondents.  
Looking ahead, most industry sources 
feel that although the snacking habit 
will remain strong over the coming 
months, price is likely to play a greater 
impact upon purchasing behavior if 
predictions of an economic downturn 
come to pass. That said, however, taste 
should continue to remain high on the 
agenda for most consumers of savory 
snacks. Consumer interest in varied 
and novel flavors is likely to remain 
strong, with many people viewing 
exotic savory snacks as a method of 
connecting across cultures. According 
to the most recent Taste Charts 
supplied by Kerry Foods, some of the 
new or emerging flavors within the US 
savory snacks market at present 
include Korean BBQ, Serrano Pepper, 
wasabi, sriracha, ghee, piri piri, teriyaki, 
Thai curry and harissa.  
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INDUSTRY SUPPLY 
Manufacture of extruded potato snacks occurs 
throughout the world, with producers based in regions 
such as Europe, Asia and the Americas. In some 
instances, these companies also manufacture other 
forms of extruded snacks, made from ingredients such 
as wheat and pulses. The wide range of flavors 
available from some of these producers gives some 
indication of the varied consumer tastes which 
companies are now seeking to address.  
One of Europe’s leading suppliers of snack pellets is 
Limagrain Ingredients, a subsidiary of Limagrain - an 
international co-operative run by French farmers. The 
company manufactures and markets authentic and 
functional cereal ingredients for customers in the food 
industry, which operate in sectors such as snack foods, 
breakfast cereals, bakery goods, pet foods and 
processed foods (e.g. ready meals). Limagrain 
Ingredients processes over 330,000 tons of cereals per 
annum, mostly wheat and maize. 
The company’s portfolio includes a wide variety of 
extruded pellet snacks made from potatoes - formats 
include hoops, crests, square tubes, twists and French 
fries. In addition, Limagrain also manufactures 
extruded pellet snacks made from cereals and pulses, 
as well as micro pellets for puffed cakes. These include 
varieties made from potato, maize and yellow lentils.  
A leading operator in the UK is Tri-Snax, which is based 
at Great Yarmouth in Norfolk and is a subsidiary of 
Pasta Foods, the country’s sole manufacturer of dried 
pasta. Tri-Snax boasts over 40 years’ worth of 
experience in the production of snack pellets, which 
appear in a range of shapes and textures. Made from 
potatoes, wheat, maize and pulses, its pellets are fried 
or hot air expanded. Leading varieties of potato-based 
snack pellets include hot-air expandable (e.g. potato 
and rice spirals and hoops), mini potato triangles and 
crunchy and crispy classics (e.g. potato tiffin and thin 
potato tubes).  
Elsewhere in Western Europe, the Belgian-based firm 
Elisha Food manufactures extruded potato snacks, 
although its particular strength lies in the production 
of healthy foods such as kosher and gluten-free. Its 
main brand within this category is Cartwheels, 
extruded potato snacks in the shape of wheels - 
varieties include Natural, Tomato, Vinegar and Mexican 
Spice. Other European-based suppliers include Amica 
Chips of Italy, whose range includes the Wonder and 
Bi-Bip brands of extruded snacks, and Quality Pellets, a 
Danish manufacturer of snack pellets made from 
ingredients such as potato.  
One of Asia’s leading manufacturers of extruded 
potato snacks is the Japanese firm Calbee. The 
company’s brands in this sector include Jagabee 
potato sticks - these are available in flavors such as 
Tokyo Curry, Fortune Butter, Lightly Salted, Tebasaki 
(i.e. fried chicken wings), Butter Soy Sauce and Wasabi 
Soy Sauce. Calbee’s range of snacks also includes 
Jagarico potato sticks (which appear in flavors such as 
Cheese, Salad, Kyushu Soy Sauce, Kanto Seaweed and 
Butter Potato) and Sapporo Potato Mix. l
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T here are many reasons to 
reformulate a product, but 
every food business 
operator must sooner or 

later face a reformulation challenge. 
These can range from a simple 
change in resources when an 
ingredient becomes unavailable or 
unaffordable, to complex alterations 
of the recipe due to consumers’ 
wishes and the need for innovation. 
The fast-paced, constantly changing 
environment that is the food and 
beverage industry requires creative 
thinking, quick responses and cost-
effective processes to meet the 
demand for nutritious and tasty 
products. Different trends 
continuously re-shape the market 
landscape. One of the most 
prevalent is the push towards 
healthy foods that are low in salt, fat 
and sugar. Yet, these reductions pose 
significant challenges due to the 
integral nature of these ingredients 
and the many functions they serve 
within a product. Changes to the 
product composition may affect 

technical processing properties, 
product quality and safety, shelf life, 
the sensory profile and, ultimately, 
consumer acceptance. This brings up 
the question of what to replace 
these ingredients with, or how to 
change processing to counter-act 
detrimental side effects. In order to 
address these issues, the roles that 
salt, fat and sugar play in a recipe 
need to be understood, and this 
is one of the many ways 
blueprinting can help during 
product reformulation.  
 
ADDRESSING 
THE SALT CHALLENGE 
Salt has numerous functions in 
foodstuffs. There are obvious sensory 
aspects such as creating saltiness 
and enhancing taste, but also flavor-
modifying properties, like 
suppressing bitterness and 
increasing sweetness. However, 
there is also a host of technological 
functions and effects to be 
considered: salt can be an important 
factor in determining shelf life, due 

to its influence on water activity and 
its antimicrobial properties. This is 
particularly apparent in salt-rich 
foods, yet, there are ways to reduce 
its content in recipes. 
On the one hand, in products where 
salt is used more for taste than for 
technological reasons, salt replacer 
ingredients can be helpful. These can 
be compounds where sodium, which 
is the driver for salt reductions due to 
its effect on the body, is substituted 
by other minerals such as potassium, 
or mixtures of substances or even 
herbs, spices and flavorings, which 
replace the lost saltiness with other 
interesting flavors to keep a product 
appealing. On the other hand, there 
are technological solutions. For dry 
salt applications, as the saltiness-
sensation depends on the 
dissolution rate of salt crystals in the 
mouth, increasing the surface area to 
speed up this process can be an 
option. There are two ways to 
achieve this: the size of the salt 
component can be reduced, e.g. by 
producing micro- or nano-sized salt 

Understanding the 
Reformulation Challenge

Blueprinting is used to understand and control the changes that occur when a product 
is modified in the course of a reformulation project. In this article, Adelheid Völkl from 
Leatherhead Food Research discusses the scientific approach of “blueprinting” in 
product development, assessing how product blueprints can help in meeting the 
challenges of salt reduction.
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particles, or inert materials can be 
covered in a micro-layer of salt. 
Another technological solution is to 
change the product structure. This 
can mean changes in both of the 
micro- and macro-structure. One way 
to achieve an effect is by creating 
contrast in the product through 
layering of salt-rich and low-salt 
areas. This leads to a strong salty 
sensation even though the salt 
content in the product as a whole 
is lowered. 
 
WHAT IS BLUEPRINTING 
AND HOW CAN IT HELP? 
As demonstrated above, salt, 
influences a product in multiple 
ways and play various roles in a 
recipe. It is often difficult to keep 
track of all these aspects. This is 
where blueprinting can help to 
better understand a product and the 
purpose every single ingredient and 
process parameter fulfils within it, 
thereby putting control into the 
hands of the product developer. The 
purpose of blueprinting is to, quite 
literally, provide a “blueprint” of the 
product and every single 
component in it, built from technical 
information obtained via scientific 
methods. Questions are answered, 
such as where exactly a component 
is physically situated and in what 
state it is. This is combined with 
information about product structure, 
texture and sensory data. In this way, 
the blueprint provides details about 
the origin of the product’s 
properties, which allows for targeted 
manipulation and control of these 
pivotal points. 
 
GOALS OF BLUEPRINTING 
The wealth of data combined into a 
blueprint translates into several 
concrete goals: to create an objective 
product specification with which any 
modifications of the production 
process, ingredients etc. can be 
qualified, quantified and tracked; to 
understand the mechanisms 
underlying detectable sensory 
changes; and, ultimately, to build a 
scientific understanding of the 
product’s behavior. In this way, 
blueprinting helps the R&D team to 
work in a controlled, focused fashion, 
to achieve development goals 
quicker and with fewer costly 

detours. In practice, the applications 
of a blueprint are endless. Whether it 
is the formulation of healthier 
products with a clean label, 
integration of new production 
technologies or the standardization 
of process quality between 
manufacturing sites, blueprinting 
can help with anything from 
effectively using new ingredients 
and packaging to unravelling 
problems with production and legal 
conformity. Whatever the problem, 
the approach and the methods used 
are tailored by experts to supply the 
answers in a comprehensive picture 
that can be applied to any related 
case or similar problem that may 
occur in the future, thereby making a 
blueprint into a valuable investment. 
 
RESULTS OF THE 
BLUEPRINTING 
With the information gathered in the 
basic blueprint, it is now possible to 
devise starting points for addressing 
the uncovered issues. The solutions 
can range from adjustments to the 

recipe, to modifications in the 
production process. One goal might 
be adjusting the flavor and color 
profile. It is up to the developer to 
determine, with the help of further 
sensory testing on consumers, which 
issues are the most pressing and 
relevant. In this way, blueprinting 
helps to not only provide 
information on possible causes, but 
also helps to prioritize solutions. 
Product reformulations, for example 
reduction of salt, represent major 
challenges for food manufacturers, 
but blueprinting can help to 
overcome these challenges 
successfully. For this purpose, with 
the use of scientific methods, a 
blueprint is built with which the 
properties of a product and any 
changes to them can be objectively 
qualified and quantified. In this way, 
product development and 
innovation can be accomplished in a 
much faster and more goal-
orientated way, putting 
manufacturers in a better position to 
conquer their market. l



Please provide details pertaining 
to the takeover of Bosch 
Packaging by CVC Capital 
Partners (CVC).  
At the beginning of this year, 
Syntegon presented itself as an 
independent company under a new 
brand. Proces sing and packaging for 
a better life - that is our mission. We 
remain a global partner for the 
pharmaceutical and food industries 
and provide even more intelligent 
and sustainable solutions for our 
customers. This newly gained 
independence enables us to be 
faster and even more flexible. While 
we used to be part of a large 
corporation with different divisions 
and a fixed organi za tional structure, 
Syntegon can now create a business 
framework that is leaner and a 
better fit for the industry with a 
stronger focus on the key chal lenges 
and demands of our customers. 
 
What are your expectations 
regarding turnover and market, 
on medium- and long-term? 
Syntegon generated annual sales of 
EUR1.33bn in 2019, slightly above 
the previous annual figure. As a 
result, our performance has 
remained stable, despite the sales 
process and a downturn in the 
mechanical engineering sector. In 
2020, forecast statements are very 
difficult due to the dynamics of the 
corona crisis and its unforeseeable 
effects on the global economy. 
Nevertheless, we are cautiously 
optimistic since we work in 
industries that are especially in 
demand during the crisis. In the 
medium and long term, we will 
continue to grow with the food and 
pharmaceutical industries due to 
the increasing global demand for 
food and medicines. 

Which are the most challenging 
areas at present, with regards to 
the packaging industry for 
processed foods? 
We are active in the food market 
within the framework of various 
trends. We have noticed an increase in 
product variety in the double-digit 
percentage range for some time now. 
Consumers are demanding regional, 
seasonal and specialized products, 
including organic, vegan or gluten-free 
products. Food manufacturers want to 
meet this demand while also distin gui -
shing themselves from other market 
participants through their products. 
Fast product launches play an impor -
tant role in this regard. E-commerce is 
growing rapidly, particularly in Asia - 
with growth rates of 20 percent. As a 
result, the demand for smaller batch 
sizes is on the rise, resulting in shorter 
production slots and individual orders. 
To meet this trend, manufacturers 
need machines with high levels of 
flexibility for fast change-overs and 
pack style variety. The prevailing shor -
tage of skilled workers and rising labor 
costs are leading to increasing auto -
ma tion rates. We expect the market 
demand for robot solutions to grow 
more than double in the coming years. 
 
What are your thoughts on sustai -
nable packaging and the impact of 
plastic on the environment? 
Sustainability is a particularly 
prevailing topic - especially in Europe 
but also increasingly in North America, 
Asia and Australia. Monomaterials and 
paper solutions as alternatives to 
packaging made of plastic materials 
are as much in demand as food safety 
and transparency when it comes to 
product ingredients. Consequently, we 
are directing our R&D efforts into this 
field. We have also established a 
company-wide sustainability team 

with experts in various fields that 
works closely with our customers on 
sustainable packaging solutions. 
Syntegon’s strategy is primarily based 
on designing machines for environ -
mentally-friendly packaging and 
retro fitting existing systems for alter -
na tive, more sustainable packaging 
material, such as paper and monoma -
terials. Monomaterial packaging is 
suitable for frozen food products in 
particular. When developing future-
oriented packaging solutions, we also 
cooperate with competent partners. 
We accompany our customers not 
only as a machine supplier, but also as 
a consultant on the way to a 
sustainable future. 
 
How does the Internet of Things 
(IoT) and Smart Packaging impact 
the food industry?  
The future demand for machine diag -
nostics and predictive main te nance 
solutions for food packaging will in -
crease. This technology ensures 
real-time support and minimizes 
unplanned downtime through early 
warnings of failures. Internet-based 
packaging platforms are being used as 
communication interfaces to collect, 
generate, manage or share relevant 
data with customers. Track and 
Trace solutions such as QR 
codes will also play a 
central role in trans pa -
rency throughout the 
food chain in order to 
increase consumer trust 
and comply with food 
regulations. Consumers 
look up product infor -
mation on the packaging 
itself or use smartphones 
to look for product 
information. 
Retailers and 
brand 
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Clemens Berger, member of the managing board at Syntegon Technology GmbH, talked 
to me in this exclusive piece about sustainable packaging, the impact of plastic on the 
environment and about the importance of hygiene in packaging. 
 
By Dan Orehov

"The Market Demand for 
Robotic Solutions Will Double"



owners can communicate directly with 
consumers through packaging 
interaction technologies, such as RFID 
(UHF, NFC), which means these 
features can be used to boost marke -
ting opportunities in the future. 
 
How can modern packaging 
equipment help processors achieve 
savings in energy, time and reduce 
food waste?  
When it comes to machine design, the 
following features are key: quick and 
easy changeovers, good cleanability 
and hygienic design. In addition, 
services such as predictive mainte -
nance can minimize downtime and 
increase the overall equipment 
effectiveness (OEE). From an operator 
perspective, machines have to be easy 
and intuitive to use. Additionally, when 
it comes to maintenance or format 
changes, operator training and gui -
dance tools (I4.0 Solutions Mainte - 
nance Assistant and Operations 
Assistant) are of great value. Our tools 
are already installed at customer sites 
and benefit manufacturers’ daily ope -
rations significantly. Further automa - 
tion can increase the efficiency of 
modern packaging equipment in an 
effort to prevent human failure. 
Robotic solutions are crucial with 
regard to automation and taking a 
step towards “dark factory”. Today, 
approximately 5 000 Pick and Place 
robots are purchased in the global 
food sector each year. According to a 
study by the International Federation 
of Robotics, the market demand for 
robotic solutions will triple by 2025. 
 
Considering the current pandemic, 
please discuss the importance of 
hygiene in packaging design. 
In Europe, the European Hygienic 
Engineering and Design Group 
(EHEDG) defines procedures for the 
analysis of critical control points 
(HACCP) in food production as well as 

specifications for the hygienic design 
of production and packaging 
machines. In the US, this is regulated 
by the FDA Food Safety Modernization 
Act (FSMA). These institutions aim to 
improve product safety, eliminate all 
sources of error and prevent harm to 
consumers. In the frozen food industry, 
product safety and quality are deter -
mined by the processing speed, mea - 
sured in the IQF standard (Individually 
Quick Frozen), and the processing and 
packaging machines’ level of hygiene. 
In vertical bagging, a recent challenge 
lies in the use of non-perforated films, 
while at the same time reducing the air 
content within the bags, e.g. for 
efficient secondary packaging. Air 
expul sion innovations allow manufac -
turers to package their frozen products 
safely and efficiently while complying 
with the highest hygiene standards. 
For this reason, non-perforated 
packaging is gaining more attraction 
on the market. Flexible equipment is 
key in times of rapidly changing 
packaging designs and style; the need 
for flexible packaging equipment is as 
high as ever. Machines that can be 
adjusted to different sizes and formats 
make it possible to design the ideal 
packaging for each product without 
losing valuable production time on 
format changes. Compact packaging 
allows for easier transportation, only 
requiring little space. It also saves 
space on supermarket shelves as well 
as simplifying the secondary 
packaging process.  
 
Please refer to the innovations in 
packaging machinery in your 
company’s portfolio. 
Our new PHS 2.0 sealing system, which 
is integrated in our vertical bagger SVC 
4020, is ideal for frozen food pack -
aging. The PHS 2.0 can process 
20-micron-thick BOPE monomaterial 

and creates consistent and high-qua -
lity seals with almost no free-skirt. The 
narrow seals and thin material enable 
a material reduction of up to 50 %. The 
SVC 4020 is a flexible vertical bagger 
allowing for easy change-overs 
between the predominant pillow bag 
style and up-and-coming stand-up 
bags. Retail demand for frozen food is 
increasing during the corona crisis; 
flexibility is therefore key for producers 
who want to package low-cost pro -
ducts in pillow bags and premium 
products in stand-up pouches, such as 
corner-seal or doy-style bags. In terms 
of secondary packaging, our new 
Kliklok ACE (Advanced Carton Erector) 
platform is an example of Syntegon’s 
intelligent technologies. The platform 
features high-speed forming capabi -
lities and can handle a wide range of 
carton sizes. It forms cartons and trays 
without glue, instead using a special 
lock-style or ultrasonic technology for 
this purpose.  
 
Considering that CVC Capital 
Partners has taken over Bosch 
Packaging, what makes 
Syntegon stand out in this 
very competitive market? 
What makes us unique is that we can 
offer a wide range of innovative 
processing and packaging techno lo -
gies for solid and liquid food applica - 
tions. We provide our customers with a 
new level of simplicity and efficiency. 
We are a reliable partner throughout 
the entire machine life cycle. Our com -
prehensive efforts in the field of 
sustainable packaging help us stand 
out in the market. We focus not only 
on reducing the use of resources 
(energy, packaging material), but also 
on minimizing product waste by 
developing safe packaging and sealing 
solutions that protect against conta mi -
nation and extend the shelf life.  l

Exclusive Interview - Syntegon 
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For instance, more stringent 
legislation and changing 
consumer attitudes have 
driven renewed interest in 

creating alternative or 
complementary post-harvest 
treatments to traditional chemically 
reliant sprout suppression and 
disease control.  
 
STAYING ON TREND 
According to scientists at the Plant 
Science Laboratory, Cranfield 
University, Bedfordshire, UK, the 
current knowledge on biochemical 
factors governing dormancy, the ban 
on the use of chlorpropham (CIPC), as 
well as existing and chemical 
alternatives, and the effects of pre- 
and post-harvest factors to assure 
potato tuber quality is reviewed. 
Additionally, the role of genomics as a 
future approach to potato quality 
improvement is discussed. Critically, 
and through a more industry targeted 
research, a better mechanistic 
understanding of how the pre-
harvest environment influences tuber 
quality and the factors which govern 
dormancy transition should lead to a 
paradigm shift in how sustainable 
storage can be achieved. They add 

that in order to assure future potato 
tuber quality, industry and academic 
communities have to work together 
while considering consumers 
preferences. Deploying molecular 
and improved phenotyping 
techniques to increase the 
knowledge of mechanisms which 
mediate physiological responses 
during pre-harvest production, post-
harvest storage and processing 
(pertaining to acrylamide formation) 
will improve tuber quality. These 
combined efforts will benefit the 
development of new cultivars with 
improved features and provide 
guidelines for more sustainable 
agricultural techniques and storage 
strategies. At the same time, 
alternative pre- and post-harvest 
technologies have to be embraced 
and further implemented by the 
potato industry. Through a more 
industry targeted research, the 
combination of genomics, pre- and 
post-harvest technologies will aid the 
preservation, enhancement, and 
viability of future tuber quality. 
This is established in the field and can 
only be preserved during post-
harvest. Abiotic factors influencing 
tuber maturity, cultivar- and season-

variability have great impact on final 
quality. The processing quality (fry 
color) of younger tubers (late 
planting) was better than that of 
tubers planted earlier. High nutrient 
demand on soil for good tuber quality 
requires high organic matter and 
nitrogen input. Sustainable 
agricultural practices such as 
balanced fertilizer regimes improved 
not only tuber yield but also 
marketing quality of potato.  
“After harvest, tuber quality 
management aims to delay 
dormancy break and limit weight loss 
and sweetening of potatoes. 
Senescent sweetening is a natural 
process that occurs as a result of tuber 
aging; it is irreversible and involves 
cellular breakdown. Following cellular 
breakdown, structural and non-
structural carbohydrates are 
depolymerized by hydrolytic 
enzymes. To delay this process, 
correct storage conditions are crucial. 
Cold storage is commonly used to 
control sprouting, yet temperature 
management depends on the 
intended market: tubers for the fresh 
market can be stored at temperatures 
below 70C, while tubers destined for 
the processing market need higher 

Preserving potato quality is pivotal for the seed, fresh and processing sectors. The 
industry has always innovated and invested in improved post-harvest storage. However, 
the pace of technological change has and will continue to increase. 
 
By Dan Orehov
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temperature (8-130C) to preserve 
frying quality. Quality loss is also 
caused by ‘cold-induced sweetening’ 
when sucrose hydrolysis leads to 
reducing sugars accumulation, 
although it can be partially reversed 
by temperature reconditioning,” the 
scientists conclude.  
 
DEMAND FOR REMOTE FIELD 
MONITORING GROWS DUE TO 
CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK 
Pessl Instruments, the company 
behind METOS® brand wireless, solar 
powered monitoring systems, has 
reported an upsurge in the number of 
remote monitoring stations 
requested around the world, due to 
the impact of the coronavirus and the 
need for farmers and agronomists to 
reduce unnecessary travel. Gottfried 
Pessl, president and founder of Pessl 
Instruments, explains that the closure 
of non-essential companies and travel 
restrictions has made remote field 
monitoring systems an urgent 
requirement for many farmers 
and growers. 
“Every trip to the field costs time 
and money, but during the 
coronavirus outbreak it may be 
impossible to check on all crops.  
Remote field monitoring systems 
allow farmers and agronomists to 
reduce field visits to only when 
they are really necessary,” he says. 
“We are already receiving an 
increase in orders. For example, 
large tomato growers in the US and 
Turkey want to install more soil 
moisture monitoring systems, 
alongside remote monitoring of 
insects, climatic conditions, soil 
nutrition and workforce tracking. 
Installing this equipment now will 
allow them to improve their risk 
management, while protecting the 
crop, the environment, their 
workers and continue to provide 
food to the population.” 
In the UK, the Rural Payments 
Agency has paused farm inspections, 
while globally, the GLOBALG.A.P 
standards setting organization has 
extended certificates for six months, 
because inspectors are unable to 
travel to farms to perform audits. 
“I believe that in the future, 
permanent and mobile Internet of 
Things (IoT) solutions, such as 
remote monitoring, will help 

government and standards agencies 
collect some of the data they need to 
make sure the food we eat is safe, 
without needing to travel so 
frequently,” says Gottfried. 
Pessl Instruments is a leading global 
manufacturer of IoTs for farmers, 
including weather stations, soil 
moisture systems, insect traps, crop 
growth cameras, portable soil and 
tissue laboratories, trackers of various 
kinds, and the relevant decision 
support software. 
“Every day we support over 100,000 
users of our FieldClimate decision 
support software, who are connected 
to one or more of the 50,000 stations 
installed worldwide. Globally, there 
are tens of thousands of agronomists 
and consultants helping farmers with 
sometimes daily visits to their fields. 
We believe this will change after the 
Coronavirus crisis ends, and remote 
monitoring will increasingly be used 

for these tasks,” suggests Gottfried. 
IoT technology has been available for 
the past 20 years, but has only been 
used by a small percentage of 
farmers. Remote monitoring is not 
the future, it already exists.  
“Installing such IoT technology on 
farms will help farmers and their 
agronomists to identify problems 
immediately, without needing to visit 
the field. In some cases, it may even 
provide greater accuracy than a visual 
inspection can reveal. Real-time alerts 
from weather stations allow farmers 
and consultants to make immediate 
decisions based on actual field 
weather conditions.” 
Conveniently, METOS® IoT remote 
weather stations and sensors are very 
easy to install. So, farmers can take 
advantage of the technology now, to 
help them manage their crops during 
the current coronavirus lockdown, 
and in the future. l
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In my exclusive interview with Gerard Backx, HZPC CEO, we discussed several pressing 
matters for the seed industry, from the pandemic to robotization and the importance of 
research and development of resistant potato varieties, as well as the approach to 
corporate social responsibility. His views are reflected below.  
 
By Dan Orehov

R&D Is Essential

What are your views on Industry 
4.0, robotization and automation 
in the potato industry?  
Robotization and automation will 
continue in any part of the potato 
industry, regardless whether this is 
research, growing, storage, 
transportation, processing,
packing etc.  
 
What do you consider to be the 
main challenges for the potato 
industry at present, taking into 
account the pandemic?  
It is the French fry industry that 
was hit very hard by the start of 
the pandemic as percentage of 
their turnover. However, the main 
difficulty will be the big recession 
we will face in the world and 
especially in the non-Western 
countries where the governments 
do not support the economy. 
Normally we supply huge 
amounts of seed potatoes to Asia, 
Africa and several other countries, 
that suffer for a few year to get 
hard currencies.  
 

What solutions do you foresee to 
address these challenges? 
It is important that governments 
make sure the food transports and 
distribution can be maintained in 
order to make sure all people will 
have access to sufficient and 
healthy food. HZPC has always 
delivered seed potatoes in all 
Middle-Eastern countries, for 
example. There was never a case 
where a government or war has 
stopped HZPC to deliver seed 
potatoes. I believe that political 
solutions can be found anywhere 
people are hungry, because 
delivering seed potatoes helps feed 
those countries.  
 
Please discuss the most 
commonly encountered potato 
diseases and the HZPC solutions 
to eliminate or mitigate them.  
The most common potato disease 
is Phytophthora. Breeders do 
breed for resistances. However, the 
disease does mutate quicker than 
breeders can adapt the varieties. 
Therefore, a one-gene solution for 
this disease is not the appropriate 
approach. It needs to be a double 
system for resistance and HZPC 
works on varieties with 
double resistances.  

How important is research and 
development for HZPC in coming 
up with new or improved potato 
varieties, that withstand diseases 
better? How much of your overall 
turnover goes into R&D?  
HZPC pays a lot of attention to R&D. 
16% of the gross margin is invested 
every year in R&D and 25% of our 
worldwide employees work in R&D. 
This underlines the importance of 
R&D within HZPC. In our annual 
reports there are further details about 
the size of our research. We focus our 
R&D efforts to improve the varieties, 
not only on diseases, but also on 
yield, water efficiency, health, 
storability, heat and drought 
tolerances etc.  
 
Referring to CSR initiatives, what 
other steps have you already taken 
and intend to take in order to 
increase a sustainable production 
of potato varieties? 
Growth. That is what drives us at 
HZPC. Growth, from seed to plant. 
From insight to vision. From 
introductions to partnerships. From 
being good to being excellent. From 
‘for a few’ to ‘for everyone’. Each and 
every day. What we consider to be 
normal, i.e. top-quality food for all of 
the world’s citizens, could in fact be 

“We would like to achieve a situation that 
all energy required for the storage of our 
seed potatoes will be produced by those 
farmers using wind, solar or other types 
of non-fossil energy.” 





rather special. Very few sectors and 
companies are able to generate the 
positive impact created by our seed 
potato sector. We produce initial 
material for healthy and affordable 
food for a growing number of global 
citizens. Good genetics and the right 
growing expertise ensure high rates 
of products per m2 of soil. Thanks to 
acceleration and high-tech solutions 
within breeding, we are increasingly 
able to take on the climatic, ecological 
and demographic challenges that will 
face us in the future. And all this for a 
gradually reducing impact. 
The challenges remain significant. 
Lower residues, for example, require 
the development of disease resistant 
varieties. Over the past two years, we 
have introduced a number of varieties 
with a greater range of resistance. In 
2030, three-quarters of the varieties 
we introduce will have to be resistant 
to the two most significant potato 
diseases. Legislation that comes into 
effect immediately, however, has 
restricted crop protection agents 
even though there are currently 
insufficient resistant varieties. This 
poses a threat to crops. And all this 
while the alternative, permitted 
products may, in fact, cause greater 
environmental damage. It is therefore 
important to work with fellow 
businesses, growers, breeders and 
policymakers to develop a 
sustainable vision which balances 
people, planet and profit. We can see 
the world around us changing. 
Sustainable developments in 
transport offer us the opportunity to 
provide low-emission, or even no 
emission, distribution methods in the 
long term. Our local-for-local 

production in Europe is already 
lowering food miles. A smart 
logistical process must reduce the 
impact of our distribution service 
even further. We are also seeing an 
increasing number of growers that 
are transferring to energy-neutral 
storage because the business case 
makes sense. We see it as our role in 
the chain to initiate developments, 
bring parties together and provide 
stimulation so we can tackle issues 
collectively and speed up the 
pace of progress. 
I would like to accelerate our efforts 
too. Five working groups are 
concentrating on developing 
policies and action around several 
themes, ensuring these activities 
gain particular attention over the 
coming months and years so we can 
make even more of a difference. As 
far as I’m concerned, our new ‘keeps 

you growing’ positioning sets out a 
clear route into the future. With this, 
everyone is aware of his/her impact 
on the environment and knows what 
to focus on. And we must never lose 
sight of the reasons for developing 
potato varieties and the people who 
will benefit. It’s all about making a 
difference with genetics by putting 
the huge growth potential of our 
people, technology and potato 
varieties to good use. Each and 
every day. 
 
How important is sustainability to 
HZPC with regards to carbon 
footprint and the farm-to-fork 
approach?  
It is important. Therefore, we report 
on our CSR objectives and 
achievements. Not many other seed 
potato companies do so. Potatoes are 
extremely healthy, consume a low 
amount of water and can be grown in 
many areas in the world. It is an ideal 
food for all people.  
 
Lastly, please discuss the move 
towards energy-neutral storage 
systems for potatoes and how you 
approach this trend as a company.  
We would like to achieve a situation 
where all the energy required for the 
storage of our seed potatoes will be 
produced by those farmers using 
wind, solar or other types of non-fossil 
energy. We stimulate and help 
growers to invest in windmills, solar 
panels etc., as much as the local laws 
and infrastructure allows us to.  l
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“HZPC pays a lot of attention to R&D. 
16% of the gross margin is invested every 
year in R&D and 25% of our worldwide 
employees work in R&D.” 



MARCH/APRIL
Ad closing 13.03/Publishing 30.032JANUARY/FEBRUARY

Ad closing 10.01/Publishing 24.011
FRUIT LOGISTICA SPECIAL - Key Exhibitors Road Map and Event Agenda 

Processes 

Pre-cleaning, Washing, De-stoning 

Cutting, Peeling, Slicing 

Transportation, Product Handling 

Expert View  

Cutting it to Perfection 

Automatic Defect Removers Used in Potato Processing 

Spotlight 

Potato Varieties for French Fries and Chips 

Markets  

Western Europe 

Products  

French Fries 

Storage Special  

Store Preparation and Hygiene 

Drying and Ventilation  
 

Trade shows: LAMMA UK, Potato Expo USA, Global Potato Conclave (India), 

International Potato Technology Expo 2020 (Canada) 

JULY/AUGUST
Ad closing 10.07/Publishing 27.074

Processes 

Drying and Dehydrating 

Sorting, Blanching 

Process Monitoring 

Expert View  

The Optical Sorting Revolution 

Advancements in Drying Technologies  

Spotlight 

Robotization, IoT and Industry 4.0 in Packaging 

Markets  

Eastern Europe 

Products  

Classic Chips – Consumers’ Favorites 

Ingredients 

Batters, Coatings 

Storage Special  

Integrated Storage Management Platforms 

Energy Efficiency in Storage

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
Ad closing 13.11/Publishing 03.126

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
Ad closing 28.09/Publishing 12.105

Processes 

Coating, Flavoring, Seasoning 

Conveyors and Conveying Systems 

Turnkey Projects 

Expert View  

Complete Lines for Processing  

Innovative Conveyors for Raw and Processed Potatoes 

Spotlight 

Saving Water, Energy, Oil during Potato Processing 

Potato Processing Equipment - Key Suppliers Guide  

Markets  

Global Market Predictions for 2021 

Products  

The Future of Potato Snacks 2021 

Markets 

Processed Potatoes Global Market Trends 2020 

Storage Special  

Storage Disease Control 

Cleaning and Sanitation Updates   
 

Trade shows: Anuga FoodTec 2021

MAY/JUNE
Ad closing 15.05/Publishing 03.063

Processes 

Frying and Cooking 

Oil Filtration, De-fattening, Filtering 

Expert View  

The Future of Modern Frying Equipment  

Pulsed Electric Field  

Spotlight 

The Latest Reports on Acrylamide 

Markets  

The US and Canada 

Products  

Flakes, Pellets and Mashed Potatoes 

Ingredients 

Best Frying Oils 

Storage Special  

Humidity and Condensation Control 

Cooling and Freezing 
 

Trade shows:  

Starch Expo (Shanghai), 

European Association for Potato Research Conference (Poland)

2020 FEATURE PLANNING

Processes 

Conveying Systems and Belts 

Cooling and Freezing 

Forming and Extrusion 

Expert View  

Cutting it to Perfection  

Traceability and Track & Trace Systems in Processing 

VFFS Packaging Innovation   

Spotlight 

Weather and Its Effects on Potato Crops 

Markets  

Asia-Pacific 

Products  

Extruded, Pasteurized and Formed Potato-based Snacks  

Ingredients 

Salt Reduction and Health 

Storage Special  

Heating in Storage Facilities 

Monitoring and Quality Control 
 

Trade shows: Potato Association of America Annual Meeting, 

Potato Demo Day (Netherlands), Europatat Congress

INTERPOM PRIMEURS SPECIAL - Key Exhibitors Road Map & Event Agenda 

Processes 

Batch Frying Equipment 

Optical Sorting Innovation 

Expert View  

Improvements and Advancements in Batch Frying Equipment 

Chips Frying Equipment: Investment and ROI  

Spotlight 

Food Safety Regulations for Potato Processing Plants 

Cleaning and Sanitation Updates 

Markets  

South America 

Products 

Batch Fried Chips - The Health Trend and Its Influence on Consumers 

Ingredients 

Flavors and Seasonings for Chips and Fries 

Storage Special  

Latest Refrigeration Technologies 

Sprout Suppressants in Storage 
 

Trade shows: Potato Europe, Pack Expo
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